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(ABSTRACT)

Finite element models of four design configurations of a proposed composite
aluminum-steel high-side coal gondola rail car were developed. The designs were ana-
lyzed for compliance with the loadings set forth by the Association of American Rail-

_roads. Each of the first three designs were analyzcd to check design concepts and

alternatives with the fourth design being the final design planned for a prototype car.

The results of the finite element analyses indicate that the final design is acceptable.
Ilowever, two areas exist where results taken literally indicate a negative margin of
safety. These areas are in the end sill to draftsill connection and in the draftsill casting.
These conditions appear to be inconsequential since in the end sill case, the high stress

is apparently caused by modeling constraints and the draftsill casting is a traditional
design and is in common use on current cars and therefore should not cause any service

Lproblems. ,
Step-by-step application ofthe finite element method to this design process is presented ·
along with discussion of some significant element formulation assumptions andmodelingmethods.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The linite element method has been rapidly gaining acceptance as a tool in engineering
analysis and design. lt has not, however, been applied to a great extent in the analysis
of railroad vehicles. Their design and construction has been accomplished by following
guidelines set forth in the Manual of Standards and Recommended Practices published
by the Association of American Railroads ll]. The Manual has been in use since 1964 I

and describes the specilications for wheels, axles, and trucks; couplers; brakes and

brakeequipment;the design, fabrication, and construction of freight, tank, and passenger cars;

maintenance requirements; and the lettering and marking of cars. The guidelines of the
l

manual must be followed in order to have a car accepted for use on a United Statesrailroad. y
The primary objective of this paper is to show how the finite element method can be
applied to the analyses of several alternative composite aluminum-steel high-side l
gondola designs and perform a complete analysis covering all ofthe requirements of the
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AAR Manual of Standards and Recommended Practices of the design that Will be con-
structed by Norfolk Southern as a prototype coal gondola. The AAR manual, however,

was written to deal with classical analysis techniques and is not readily adaptable to

computer implementation. For this reason, a secondary objective of this paper is to in-

terpret the gondola car design requirements from the manual into load cases that can

be applied to Iinite element analyses.

Freight cars have been predominately made from steel. Its strength, hardness, and ri-

gidity make it very well suited to use in the railroad industry. Steel, however, has a

major drawback when compared to other metals that may be capable of performing the

same function. In particular, when comparing steel to aluminum, it can be seen that

steel is almost three times more dcnse. The lower density of aluminum translates into

a possible savings in the overall weight of a car if aluminum could be used in place of

steel in certain areas. The more steel that is replaced the less the completed car might

weigh. Of course, ifit is determined that the aluminum components must be three times

the size of their steel counterparts, the benefits would be lost and steel would be better

suited because ofits increased hardness, smaller size, and better fatigue characteristics.

The rails on which freight trains run have a maximum weight limit that can be applied

to them just as bridges, roads, and even airport runways have. For the gondola in this

report, the weight limit is 263,000 lbs. The logic behind developing freight cars of com- T

posite aluminum-steel construction is that decreased car weight would allow for in- Icreased loads to be carried while still maintaining the same loaded car weight. In this

way, trains could transport more goods for the same cost and empty trains would

belighter,perhaps resulting in additional savings on fuel [2]. In addition to the weightIntroduction 2
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savings, the corrosion resistance ofaluminum makes it well suited to the demands ofrail
car use [3].

This thesis begins with a brief review of the role of the finite element method in the
railroad industry and then continues with a short overview of the ünite element method.
The system and software that was used for the analyses is then discussed followed by

chapter 4 which deals with aspects of using finite elements to model railroad vehicles.
This is followed by the modeling ofthe four alternative designs that were studied during
the research. Chapter 6 establishes the load cases that were executed to follow the AAR

guidelines and chapter 7 discusses the results for the final design. The thesis ends with
the conclusions drawn from the analyses ofthe various designs and also some recomrn-

endations as to possible areas ofimprovement.

I.1 Literature Review

The use of aluminum as the main structural material for rail cars and the integration of
linite element techniques in rail car design have been frequently discussed in literature
in recent years. ln 1959 Reynolds Metals and Pullman Standard produced the first alu-

minum cars, high-side gondolas called Silversides [4]. 750 cars were built between 1959
and 1967 and recent studies have shown that only seven cars are no longer in service due

to accident damage. The studies indicated that aluminum cars have a longer service life
than steel cars, and require less maintenance and lewer replacement parts. Also, at sal-

vage time, the aluminum is far more valuable than steel. Five of the cars were inspected
in 1977 and two from this group were reinspected in 1982. After 23 years of coal
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transportation service the cars have shown virtually no metal loss from corrosion or
abrasion [5].

The construction of aluminum rail cars had been slow up to 1981 when Alusuisse in-
troduced a prototype aluminum high-side gondola [4]. Since then, several firms have

introduced aluminum cars due to higher fuel costs. The aluminum car's cost is much

higher than the comparable steel car but the transportation savings cover that amount
within the first f”ew years of service.

Finite element analysis techniques to aid the designer can make even more eflicient de-
signs and reduce prototype evaluation time. There are so many interactions that occur

in the rail vehicle which make it very diflicult to accuratcly design with classical analysis

techniques. Finite element analysis techniques provide faster, more complete structural

analysis of the rail car and, through their use, the effects of design changes can be
quickly determined [6]. Specific areas of concern can be modeled to gain better under-

standing of‘ load distributions in all major and minor parts enabling cost effective
changes in the design to be made without sacrificing structural integrity [7]. The use of
the finite element method for rail car design requires, however, that approximations of
the car body structure be made in order to reduce the complexity of the structure to a

manageable level in the model. Usually the most important structural members are ac-

curately represented and simplifying assumptions are made for secondary structure and
joint details [8]. The modeling assumptions used in this analysis are discussed in chapter
4 and section one of chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

The Finite Element Method

The linite element method may be used to find numerical solutions to several engineering

problems. lt is applicable to the general areas of structural analysis, continuum me-
chanics, heat transfer, fluid flow, and many others.

The solution to a continuous problem is approximated by a linear combination, Xqipj, '

of approximation functions, <p, [9]. The finite element method uses these approximations
over discrete subregions by which the continuum is represented to form a system oflin-
ear or nonlinear equations. From this system the approximate solution for the
continuum is found.

The solution of the problem begins with the discretization of the domain into a set of i

subregions or elements. ln this way very complex domains can be represented by a

’

collection of simpler parts. The approximation functions, <p,, are piecewise polynomials
defined over each element and the parameters, ci , are values of the approximate solution
at various well chosen points on the element boundary or in its interior [10]. These

T
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points are called nodes and each element has approximation or interpolationfunctionsand
governing equations, as well as nodes, associated with it. Several values, called de-

grees of freedom, can be determined at each node. Many interpolation schemes can be

used to create elements to perform in a specific manner to solve a particular problem.

Two of the most elementary forms ofinterpolation are discussed in the following para-

graphs.

Lagrange interpolation can be used when the degrees of freedom are independent of one

another. The interpolation functions have values of one at their respective nodal posi-

tions and zero at all other nodes. For example, the Lagrange interpolation functions for

a three-node, one—dimensional element are shown in figure I. The approximate solution

over a typical element with n nodes is given by

u = ulrp, + u2<p2 + u3ip2 un<pn (2.l)

where u is the continuous solution over the domain of the element, u, are the nodal

values ofthe solution for that element, and <p, are the element interpolation functions.

For cases when some ofthe degrees of freedom are not independent of each other as in

a slender beam where the transverse displacement, w, and the slope, 9 equal to the de-

rivative of w with respect to length coordinate, are degrees of freedom, Hermite in-

terpolation functions can be used. The interpolation functions for a two-node beam

with two degrees of freedom per node are shown in figure 2. The approximation for this

specific case would be T

w 92%, (2.2)

The Finite Element Method 6
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The slope anywhere along the beam element could be found by dilTerentiating the dis-
placement, w, with respect to the length coordinate.

With the substitution of these approximations into the governing equations of the ele-
ment a system of element equations can be dctermined:

Li<"”Jt¤"”} = {vw} <2.3>
where [KM] is the element stilTness matrix which is obtained from the governing
equations relating the nodal solution values to the applied nodal loads, {u<°>} is tl1e nodal

solution vector, and {Fm} is the applied nodal load vector.

Since the continuum is divided into elements, there exists a connectivity between all of
the elements. This connectivity is the basis for the assembly of the element equations
into a global system ofequations For the entire domain ofthe problem. The connectivity
exists at the nodes that are shared by elements. At these shared nodes, continuity is

enforced because the degrees of Freedom for the shared nodes of each element are the

same. ln this way components ol each element stillness matrix and element load vector

can be properly added to a large global stitlhess matrix and load vector. This global
stilfness matrix relates the entire set of degrees of freedom of the domain to the load
vector of the domain.

Once the global system of equations is obtained, boundary conditions should be applied.

They can be values of specilic degrees of lreedom or values of components of the load
vector. Their purpose is to constrain the problem to model the conditions under which
the continuum exists and to decrcase the number of unknowns to the size of the number
of equations in the system so that a solution can be found. For the same system of

The Finite Element Method 9
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equations, many difTerent sets of boundary conditions can be imposed to model many
different conditions with each set resulting in a unique solution.

After the boundary conditions have been applied the system of equations is solved for
the nodal degrees of freedom and unknown components of the load vector. Once the
values of the nodal degrees of freedom are known, postprocessing of the results can be-
gin. A value ofa degree offreedom can be computed at any location in the continuum.
The interpolation functions and the values of the nodal degrees of freedom for the ele-
ment in which the desired location lies in conjunction with an equation of the form of
2.1

For
2.2 is used. This can be done at many locations and the results displayed in

graphical or tabular form. In addition, the gradicnt or other desired quantities can be
obtained from the nodal degrees of freedom in the same way by taking derivatives or

performing other operations on the equations of the form of 2.1 or 2.2.

1
The Finite Element Method 10



Chapter 3

The Analysis System

Iiinite element analysis is in wide use in many areas of engineering. Several large finite
element programs have been developed over the years and are used all over the world.

Appliconll ll is one of the companies producing finite element software and one of its

systems is presently being used at Norfolk Southern Corporation. lt markets a multi-

purpose program which has many features. The program contains modules used for
computer aided design and drafting, and solids modeling, in addition to finite element

analysis. Virginia Tech's Applicon system is MicroVax Il based and has five megabytes
of local memory as well as a 3lO megabyte hard disk. In addition to the Applicon sys-

tem, SDRC Ideas software was used to interface between the Applicon and the printer

to obtain the exaggcrated displacemcnt plots seen in this thesis.
I

Three main steps are performed when running a finite element analysis, preprocessing,

processing, and postprocessing. Preprocessing is the step in which the geometry is
modeled, boundary conditions are imposed, and loads are applied. This can be accom- y

I
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l
plished with the use of an interactive program which generates nodes, elements,loads,etc.

when given user input or by creating an input file into which all of the model infor-
mation is added by hand. A good mesh generator in the preprocessor is very helpful as
it provides a good breakdown ofa complex domain into elements. If done by hand, the
procedure is very tedious and time consuming. Generally a preprocessor also generates
an input file just as would be created by hand after all ofthe model input is complete.
This input file is then used in the next step, processing.

Applicon, as well as most of today’s finite element software solves displacement basis
solutions. This means that the displacements are the primary variables found when
solving the system of equations. Processing of the input data includes formation of the
element equations, asscmbly of these equations into global form, formation of the load
vector, imposition of boundary conditions, and solution for the nodal degrees of free-
dom. Once the solution has been determined, postprocessing of the results can begin.
For the static analyses performed on the gondola car, two sets of results were obtained

from the processor. These are displacement and stress sets. The displacements were

solvcd for directly in the processor, as previously discussed, while the stresses were ob-

tained from the displacements using the strain—displacement relations and stress-strain
equations. ·

The postprocessing deformation of the car model under the various loading conditions
was viewed graphically on the monitor as were the shell element stresses produced by the
loading. ln addition to the graphics output, stress and displacement results were sup-

plied in the form of tables so that specific values could be registered.

The Analysis System I2



Chapter 4

Modeling Considerations

A high-side gondola is a box-like, thin-walled structure usually having stilfeners in the
side walls and load carrying members in the bottom. lt is used to carry bulk materials
such as coal. The linite element model used to analyze such structures can be developed

using beam and shell construction, only shell construction, solid element construction,

or any combination ofthe three.

4.1 Available Elements

A finite element model can consist of many different types of elements. There are plate
and shell elements, beam elements, solid elements, and many others, each of which can I
be formulated with several different orders of interpolation. The beam element is for- I

mulated using standard beam theory including axial, bending, and shear deformation I

Modeling Considerations I3
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effects. The linear theory usually does not consider the effects of cross-sectional warping
due to twisting of the beam or the interaction between axial and lateral loads.Platesand

shells are developed for both thin and thick geometries. Thin shell formulations
Nneglect the effects of shear deformation and as such use a Ilermite interpolation scheme j

in which the displacements and derivatives are used as degrees of freedom. A thick
shellformulationis one that includes shear effects. This results in independent displacements
and generalized rotations as the degrees of freedom for the element. The generalized
rotations differ from the derivatives of the displacements as in the thin shell theory for-
mulation by an amount caused by the inclusion ofthe shear effects.

Thick shell theory elements usually cannot be used for thin geometries due to the way
they are implemented in a program. The reasoning behind this is beyond the scope of
this thesis and will not be discussed here. Further information can be found in An In-
troduction to the Finite Element Method by J .N. Reddy [9]. Solid elements can be used
if all ofthe effects just discussed must be included in the model. Solid elements use dis-
placements as degrees of freedom and use three-dimensional elasticity in their formu-
lation, thus including effects of shear and warping. llowever, use of solid elements

generates huge models and it becomes impractical for normal use.

The models that were developed to analyze the gondola car use a beam and shell con-
struction. The beam elements are straight with constant cross-section and the element

formulation is based on classical beam deflection equations and includes axial, bending,
and shear deformation effects [12]. Two types of shell elements in the Applicon program

are used, linear triangles and linear quadrilaterals.

The triangles assume that the normal stress in the local z direction is zero and transverse
shear deformation effects are not included. Membrane stiflness is computed using

aModelingConsiderations l4l



hybrid element formulation employing an assumed linear internal stress field and cubic

boundary displacements [13]. The formulation includes in—plane rotations about the lo-

cal z—axis at element nodes which provides element stilfness for these freedoms and

avoids the problem of global stiffness singularity when flat surfaces are modeled.

Bending stiffness is computed by the direct stiffness method employing a complete cubic

displaeement function with additional singular functions to make the element fully con-

forming [14]. The stiflhess matrix is obtained using numerical integration and

’smoothed’ second derivatives to avoid numerical problems. The ’smoothed’ second

derivatives result in linear variation of the shell bending moments over the element sur-

face. The quadrilateral element is formulated by combining four triangular thin shell

elements and, thus, uses the same derivation. All three element types possess three

translational and three rotational degrees of freedom at each node.

ln early analyses, a different thin shell element was used. lt was based on Mindlin the-

ory where the translational and rotational displacements are independently interpolated

and equality of slope of the deformed surface and rotation of the local surface normal

is enforced by means ofa penalty function [15]. ln this way, shear deformation is per-

mitted to occur since the slope of the deformed surface is not forced to be the same as

the rotation of the normal to the middle surface. This is a theory more adequate for

thick shells and when used for the thin shell geometry of the gondola the results were

noticeably in error. The penalty function was unable to perform properly due to the thin

z dimension of the elements and the result was that the transverse displaeement was a

factor of 103 too small. Applicon has five thin shell elements available, three of which

are based on Mindlin theory.Modeling Considerations 15 ’



4.2 McslzC01zsiderati01zs

The entire gondola structure was modeled because the required load cases were not all

symmetric like the geometry. For this reason, the car’s symmetry could not be exploited

and boundary conditions applied to model only one half or even one quarter of the car.

As a result, the model contains many degrees of freedom and care is taken to keep this

number as small as possible. The number of free degrees of lieedom dictates the size

of the system of equations that will be solved and, of course, the larger the system, the

more analysis time required to obtain a solution.

Beam elements are used to model the stiffeners, braces, and various other supporting

members and, since torsion of these members is not considered to be large, warping of .

the cross-sections is not of concern and its removal from the problem does not signif-

icantly decrease the accuracy ofthe results. ln this way, a section of beam will have two

end nodes, each with six degrees of freedom, for a total oftwelve.

Another way to model the beam—like members is to use shell elements. As an example,

a short l—beam section requires a minimum of five shell elements and twelve nodes for

a total of 72 degrees of lieedom. See figure 3. ln some areas it may be very beneficial

to use shell elements to model beams, even though the computations required for each

beam and the overall model size will increase substantially. Shell element construction

enables the user to better define the attachment of the beam to the rest of the structure.

Also, nonuniform cross-sections and odd shapes are better represented and, thus,

givebetterresults. l p
Modeling Considcrations I6
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This is not normally acceptable in modeling for design purposes because the dimensions
of components are usually varied to obtain the best design. Changing the dimensions
of a beam composed of shell elements is much more dillieult and time consuming than
changing the properties input to a beam element to alter its dimensions. Also, the in-
creased number of degrees of freedom and elements makes the problem much larger.

Solid elements can also be used to model beams, however, their use in this area is not

necessary. A shell element model would be accurate enough for thin sections if the beam
element is inadequate, and solid element beams would be too dillicult to generate and
connect with the surrounding structural members. Thin shell elements are acceptable
when modeling the side and bottom sheeting. The in-plane dimensions between
stilfeners and other structural members is much larger than the sheet thicknesses and,

therefore, shear delormation can be neglected.

4.3 Approximations of Geonzetiy

There are problems with using beam and thin shell element construction for the body
of the car. ln the actual structure, the stilTeners and other beam members are welded,

riveted, and bolted to the walls and bottom of the car. In other words, the stilleners are

attached to the shells only at certain positions along their lengths. In modeling them
as beams and shells they arc assumed, by the lormulation, to be attached along the en-
tire lengths of each beam element and not just at the nodes ifthe interpolation functions
are the same over the beam and shell span. In this manner stress concentrations at the

Modding consadcmnsons l8
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fasteners are not considered and post analysis using the force output of the analyses
should be used to analyze the attachments.

Also, since the edges ofthe beam members are attached to the surfaces of the plates, the
centroids of the beams and the plates do not lie in the same plane. In a finite element
model using beams and shells, the elements' section centroids are assumed to lie in the
plane in which their nodes lie. This means that if the same nodes were used For both the
shell and the beam elements of the car, the beam elements would appear to be con-
structed through the shell and not onto the shell. The result of such an approximation
would depend on the sizes of the members in the model. Larger beams would yield
larger inaccuracies than smaller beams because the oILset in centroids between the beam
and shell is larger. Nevertheless, the errors in both cases warrant the use ofa modeling
procedure that positions the centroids at their proper locations. Figure 4 shows the sit-
uations in which the beam is modeled without and with the olfsetting of the centroids.
The position of the plate centroid is cp and the position ofthe beam centroid is c,,.

4.3.1 Methods of Eccentric Beam Modeling

Three diITerent methods were examined to incorporate the centroid olI‘set beam elements
into the model to more accurately represent the structure. All result in a comparable
stilTness matrix for a slender beam oII”set a distance, e, from the midplane of the shell to
which it is attached. Two, however, use a more ellicient solution procedure.

The lirst of the methods of eccentric beam modeling is that ofdelining the oII”set beam
stiITness matrix and inputting it into the linite element code as an eccentric beam element
type. Many codes have the capability of accepting new element types in the form of
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interactive input of the stiffness matrix or a subroutine that calculates the stiffness ma-
trix for you. Special properties specific to the eccentric beam, such as eccentricity, e, are
used to create each ofthese beam elements. Beginning with the matrix equation in figure

· 6 for the 3-D twelve degree of freedom slender beam element shown in figure 5, the
matrix equation for the slender eccentric beam element can be developed.
Figure 7 shows the eccentric beam and its coordinate system. The loading is applied as
for the standard beam of figure 5 and then transformed to the new nodal positions by
the eccentricity, e. By forming the relations between the degrees of freedom and loads
of the eccentric beam to those of the standard beam the eccentric beam stiffness matrix
can be found. The result of this operation is shown in figure 8.

Modeling Considerations 2l
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The second method is to use constraint equations to perform the modeling. The basic
shell structure is created lirst. Beam nodes and elements are then added at the proper
eccentric locations such that each beam node has a geometrically corresponding shell
node associated with it. The gap between the nodes of each set of beam and shell nodes
is the olfset associated with that beam. The eccentric beam elements then need to be
attached to the shell structure in some way. This is accomplished with a set of constraint
equations that ’slave’ the motion of the beam nodes to their shell counterparts during
deformation. .

The following constraint equations are used to relate the displacements and rotations
of the standard and eccentric beams shown in ligures 5 and 7. This set is for an eccen-
tricity in the z coordinate direction. Likcwise, there exists two other sets of equations
for the other two coordinate directions.

0 = u — u' + tpe
0 = v — v' — 9e0 = w — w' (41)0 = 0 — (ä'
O = tp — tp'
0 = xy — ty' l

The second method is the easiest to use ifa variation of it is available in thesoftware.This
variation is sometimes refcrred to as a rigid link construction and isimplementedin

a slightly different way. The beam element is created between the nodes of the shell
‘

elements. The eccentricity is then input to make the beam centroid appear to move from I
the centroid of the shell to the proper location on the shell. During the processing of
the problem the beams’ stilfness matrices are formulated as in the previous method. The I

result takes the eccentricity into account without requiring the input of the constraint
Iequations.
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The third option is to create sti1l” beam elements to connect the ollset beam elements to
the shell nodes. The surrounding beam properties, multiplicd by approximately 103,
should be used For the still beam properties [8]. This technique, however, adds many
nodes and elements to the model. With the constraint equation technique, the same
number of nodes are added to the model but they are condenscd out ol the problem due
to the eonstraints during the matrix lormulations resulting in a smaller set of solution
equations. Therelore, constraint equation use is the best alternative if rigid link con-
struction is not available. Applicon beam elements do not have rigid link o1Tsets and so
the constraint equation technique was used in all ol the high-side gondola models that
were developed.

4.3.2 Error in Eceentrie Beam Modeling

Even when beam and shell structures are modeled using an eccentric beam element er-
rors can result [16]. The interpolation for the axial displacement ola two—node beam is
linear. The interpolation lior the lateral displacement is cubic. Beams lormed using these

two interpolations perlorm adequately as long as the axial and bending delormations
remain uncoupled. lfthese elements are used to represent eccentric stilleners, however,
their nodal displacements are dictated by those ol the plate to which they are attached.
Assuming that the plate elements use cubic polynomials to represent lateral displace-

ment, then their slopes will be quadratic. Since the beam stilleners are olTset from the

plate by a certain amount, e, then their corresponding axial displacements will be equal l

to the in-plane displacements ol the plate elements plus e times the slope ol the
plateelementsand hence are also quadratic functions. As the assumed axial displacement of I

the beam element is only a linear function, it is seen that the two üelds are incompatible. I
1Modeling Considerations 27
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A solution to the problem is found by increasing the order of the axial displacement

function of the beam element. This can be accomplished by adding an additional axial

degree of freedom at the midlength ofthe beam. In this way the axial displacement be-

comes a quadratic function and is compatible with the in-plane displacements of the
platcs to which the beams attach. The compatibility is achieved with only a slight in-

crease in the complexity of the problem. This procedure should be considered ifa plate

and beam stillened structure is to be analyzed because the error introduced into the

analysis could be substantial. In order to determine the error at a section on the side

of the gondola to decide whether or not it is required here, several approximations have

to be made. First, it is assumed that the e1l”ect can be determined using a strip of the

sheeting containing one stilfener and a width of plate equal to the distance between two

succcssive stiffeners. Second, the loading will be a uniform lateral pressure and the

supports will be pinned at both ends. ln this way a rough estimate for the error intro-

duced by the incompatibility of the displacements can be attained and it can be deter-

mined whether or not it requires further attention. For the corrected beam stilfened

plate at the midlength ofthe section

6 ifW = (4.2)
where

1* =1, +12 + (4.3)

l
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and, w = transverse deflection at the midlength ofthe section, in.

l* = moment ofinertia of composite cross-section about centroid, in."
q = uniform load on section, lb./in.

L = length of section, in.

E = elastic modulus of material, lb./in.2
[,,2 = moments of inertia ofindividual components of cross-section, in.“

Al,2 = areas of individual components of composite cross-section, in.2

e = distance between the centroids of the two components, in.

These results agree exactly with the solution obtained from ßernoulli-Euler beam theory.

For the incompatible beam stillened plate we have

ll.;} + C) (4 4)w = „_ ,_ ’.
384[;['·‘

where

/\,/\2e2C = ————-il (4.5)4(A, + A2)([, + [2)

Using the same dimensions for this error approximation as those used for the final

gondola design it can be seen that the error, C, [rom the exact solution caused by the

incompatibility is about 23 1 5 % if one element division was used on the side wall. This
V

error is rcduced as the length is divided into more elements, with the reduction being ,
proportional to the square of the number of elements. As a result, the use of four ele- ]
ment divisions on the side of the car would reduce the error to about 1.5 10.3 % i

I
I
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4.4 Model Creation Techniques

Most commercial finite element software has preprocessors to generate models given
limited input data. Theuse of these preprocessors usually limits the node and element
numbering schemes that the engineer can utilize in developing the model. Applicon’s
mesh generation is aecomplished by generating nodes on boundaries that specify the
main geometric regions of the model, such as exterior edges, joints that must be mod-

elcd, lines along which beams will be attached, and others. Nodes are then interpolated
throughout each ofthe regions produced by the boundaries. Once this is done, elements
are generated within the areas using the new nodes.

This is not very useful when modeling railroad vehicles used in the design process since
they are generally designed using a beam and shell construction in which many nodes

have to be strategically positioned, not only on the boundary but also within the sidewall

and bottom areas. Using mesh generators properly in this type of modeling requires

extensive subarea creation so that boundary edges will lie along lines at which stilfeners

will be attached. This is usually just as or even more time consuming than generating
the model by adding nodes and elements by hand using standard node and element cre-

ation techniques. Also, if the rigid link construction is not available, beneficial num-

bering to allow for adding constraint equations more easily is required and thus the
manually generated model is more suitable.

A final method is to draft the model. This takes the subarea technique a step further.
j

This method uses the drafting software to generate the entire mesh. This information

is then used to locate the nodes and elements for the finite element model. “Modeling Considerations 30 af



Creating the model requires knowledge about how the model might be modified during
the design process. Leaving gaps in groups of node numbers is very helpful so that ad-
ditional nodes and elements can be created to refine meshes in certain areas without
drastically altering node numbering sequences. lt is also useful to place the global co-
ordinate system origin so that one or more of the axes run along lines of symmetry of
the m0del's geometry, if they exist. In the cases ofthese rail car models, full geometries
were developed because some load cases were not symmetric about the midlength ofthe
car and the beam elements along the centerline would have made it very difficult to
model symmetry about that plane.

l
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Chapter 5

Creating the Finite Element Models

I
Three preliminary design eonfigurations were given by Norfolk Southern to be analyzed.
The dimensions of the designs were dictated by the AAR Manual and by previous steel
designs in active service. The Iinite element analysis process maintained the same di-
mensions and struetural shapes for each design modification with alterations only to the

number and placement of the beam members. The struetural shapes and sheet thiek-
nesses were ehosen with respect to availability, strength to weight ratio, case of manu·

facture, and previous knowledge as to the strength requirements. The following table

gives the overall dimensions as seen in figure 9.

Table l. Car General Dimensions
I

Inside Length 48' LO"
Length ()ver Strikers 50’ 5.5"
Truck Centers 38’ 9.5"
Inside Width 9’ l0.()"
Inside I)epth 8’ 5.0”
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5.] The First Design

The analysis procedure that was followed in performing the stress analysis of the first

gondola design on the Applieon system was as follows: _

l. The model geometiy including nodes, elements, restraints, beam element rotation
angles, element and material properties, and uniform bottom pressure loads was in-

put into a database using the GRAFEM application of the software. (GRAFEM

is the Applieon finite element preprocessor.)

2. Pre-analysis steps were executed to write the model data files and an IFAI) input

file was then written from these files. (ll’AD is the Applieon finite element

processor.)

3. The IFAD input file was edited to include items not acceptable in GRAFEM such

as the constraint equations discussed in chapter 4 and the nonuniform sidewall

pressures which completed the eoal weight load case data file.

4. The IFAD file was read into an empty database and executed using the < analyze>

< datafile> option in GRAl’liM.

5. The IFAD file was modified for the draft and buff load cases (see chapter 6) and

reexecuted in the same manner as step 4 above.

6. The results from the three load cases were used to modify the design for the next I

iteration in the design process.
Il

5
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5.1.1 Model Geometry

The components of the gondola that will be referred to in the following discussion

dealing with the model construction can be seen in ügure 10.

The origin was chosen to be at the centerline of the car at one end where the end sheet

and the bottom sheet meet. The x-axis went along the length of the car and the y-axis

went from the bottom to the top of the car. Bottom sheet nodes were added first, from

the positive z edge ofthe bottom in the positive x direction. The coordinates were input

manually so that nodes existed at the specified side stake locations along the car body’s

length and at the truck centers. A spacing that allowed for two shell elements between

side stakes was believed to be sullicient to model the variation of stress in the sides and
as a result 29 nodes were generated along the length of the car.

An exception to the rule of two elements between side stakes was used at the bolster

beam locations, however, since future models considered using two adjacent stakes at the

ends of each bolster. For this reason, three element spacing was used to the right and

left of the single stake at the ends of the bolsters in the first design.

This set of 29 nodes was copied up the side of the car with constant spacing four times l

to create a four element spacing up the side of the car. The nodes in the list were in- I
cremented by 30 for each copy to make a consistently numbered set of nodes so that I
element generation would be easier. ln this way, 145 nodes were generated with a I
maximum node number of 149. ICreating the Finite Element Models 35 (I
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Four element equal z spacing was also used across the bottom of the car. The nodes

on the end and bottom edges of the side that was just created were copied across the
bottom three times with a node increment of 200 and the entire side was copied once
with a node increment of 800 and a z spacing equal to the width of the car. The nodes
created in this way were those to be used for tl1e aluminum sheeting elements. The total
number of nodes was 401 with a maximum node number of 949.

The bottom sheet elements were next to be created. The element property, material, and
type numbers were all set to one and an element type of linear thin shell was selected.

The first element, using nodes 1, 2, 32, and 31, was created and copied 27 times down

the length of the car. This group of 28 elements was then copied across the width of the

car three times to produce 112 elements. The element property number was changed to
two to change the thickness (see table 5 on page 49) and the first level of side and end
elements was created. This group was then copied three times up to the top of the car
resulting in a total of 368 elements. All ofthe elements were created so that the normal,

_ when using the right-hand-rule around the nodes, pointed into the car center. This was
important so that the sign of the pressure loads that were to be applied would be con-
sistent.

I

I
The next step was to begin creating the nodes for the offset beam elements. A num-I
bering scheme was developed to make creating the constraint equations more easily au-

tomated. Since the main model geometry used node numbers less than 1000, all nodes I

used for oflset elements were to have numbers that were incremented by 1000, 2000, etc. I

from the nodes that they were to be constrained to. The reason for needing more than I

one increment value was that some nodes needed to be offset for more than one element. I
The following table shows the elements and their offsets for the finite element model. I

ICreating the Finite Element Models 37 lII
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Table 2. Beam Element Oflsets

lilement ()fTsets— X X
ZSideStake 0.0** “ 2.02** 1000
Iind lirace 2.02" 0.0" 0.0" 1000
Cross Bearer 0.0" (>.00" 0.0" 2000
Crosstie 0.0" 3.50" 0.0" 2000
Centersill 0.0" 7.349" 0.0" 1000
Side Sill 0.0" 0.0" 0.0" 0
rslm Sill 0.0** 0.0**
0.0**()utsideCorner Post 0.0" 0.0" 0.0" ()
Side Top Chord 0.0" l.25" 2.20" 2()00
find Top Chord 2.20" 1.25" 0.0" 1000

The side stake elements were the first beam elements to be created. The nodes at the side
stake locations were copied with a node increment of 1000 and placed 2.02 in. away from
the side sheets. The element property number was changed to three (side stake element

properties) and the element type to two (linear beam). The linear beam element type

was chosen and the elements were created so that their local element x-axis was in the
positive y direction. The beam and shell element properties for all of the elements in the
model can be found in tables 4 and 5, respectively.

The end braces were next to be created. They were placed in the locations required by

the geometry of the end nodes with the knowledge that the end would not greatly influ-

ence the rest of the car and that the end would be refined in later modifications. This
resulted in three braces on each end equally spaced from the floor to the top chord. The
element property, material, and type numbers remained the same as for the side stakes
since the structural shapes were to be the same. The nodes were also offset 2.02 in.
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From the ends with an increment oli 1000. The elements were created with the local x-
axis in the global z direction. The model now contained 541 nodes and 480 elements.

The next groups oli beam elements to be created were all modeled without the use of
node ollisets. The reason for this was that the cross-sections had centroidal locations
that did not greatly diller From the shell element node locations. As a result the error
introduced by not oll"setting these elements was negligible. The groups involved were the
side and end sill elements and the corner post elements. The side sill elements were
generated with the element x-axis in the global x direction using the nodes on the side
edges ofthe bottom sheet and used property number six. The end sill elements used the
nodes on the end edges of the bottom sheet and were generated in the global z direction
with property number seven and the corner post elements used the nodes in the corners
ol the side and end sheets and were generated in the global y direction with property
number eight. The addition ofthese elements resulted in a running total of 560 elements.

i

The top chord was the next member to be added. lt required ollsets in two directions
and as a result the necessary nodes had to be copied twice. The nodes on the top edges
oli the side and end sheets were used to begin the copying. They were copied with one
of the ollscts and then the new set was copied with the other olliset. The distances were
1.25 in. up and 2.20 in. out From the sheets and the nodes were incremented by 1000 l”or
the end elements and 2000 for the side elements. The elements were generated in a
elockwise direction around the top when viewed along the global y-axis. Element
property number nine was used.

V
The centersill and draltsill were the next members to be created. The nodes along
thecenterlineof the bottom sheet were copied with a node increment of 1000 and displaeed T

7.349 in. downward. The same property, material, and type numbers were used 1‘or both
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the centersill and the draftsill, the material number now being changed to two (steel) and
the property number to ten. Two nodes were also added to the ends of the car to com-

plete the length of the draftsill castings. These were added 14 in. from the ends and
displaced downward 7.349 in. to lie in line with the other nodes of the beam. The two

were not to be constrained like the rest of the draftsill casting's and eentersill’s nodes.
Thirty elements were created with the element x-axes in the positive global x direction
for a total of 654 elements in the model.

The element type was changed back to linear thin shell and the type number was reset
to one (linear thin shell) so that the bolster bearn could be created. Some geometry ap-
proximations were used in modeling the bolster since using exact dimensions for this
component would have required many additional nodes, elements, and constraint _
equations. ln addition, properties could be altered to give the illusion that the geometry
was accurately represented.

The bolster beams were modeled using shell element construction due to their large size
and shape. Four dilTerent plate types were used; end plates, top plates, bottom plates,

and web plates. The beams were placed, one at each truck center, between the lines of
nodes adjacent to each side (in the x direction) of the truck centers. The top, bottom,

and end plates were created to lit the 27.5 in. space and the web was lit between the top
and bottom plates along the length of the bearn from one end plate to the other. The
top plates used the same nodes as those For the bottom sheet elements in the same lo-

cations. The three center nodes ofthe bottom plate were copied lrom the bottom sheet
with a node increment ol‘ 300() and a downward distance of ll.0 in. for each bolster.
The three end nodes at each end of the bolsters were copied with the same node incre-
ment and a downward distance of 5.0625 in. The property numbers used were ll for
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top plates, 12 for the end plates, 13 for the bottom plates, and 14 for the webs. Each
bolster bearn was made up of a total of 24 shell elements and a representative half-
section can be seen in ligure ll.
The actual width of the bottom plate was 26 in. and the top plate was 36 in., and the
web was actually made up ofa double plate section spaced 13.25 in. apart. Section 5.2
will show the properties that were used to approximate these dimensions with the ge-
ometry that was just created.

The crossbearers are the large supporting members on the bottom of the car that carry
most of the load. These were next to be included in the model. The property number
was changed to four, the material number back to one (aluminum), and the type number
back to two (linear beam). Four crossbearers were created extending from one side sill
to the other in four locations. These locations were at alternate side stake positions

beginning at the third stake from an end. The live bottom sheet nodes at each location
were copied 6.0 in. downward with a node increment of 2000. Sixteen elements were
created in the global negative z direction.

Smaller cross members called crossties were added next. Five crossties were were to be

placed between the crossbearers at alternate side stake locations. The live bottom sheet
nodes at each ofthe live locations were copied 3.5 in. downward with a node increment
of 2000 and the property number was changed to live. Twenty crosstie elements were

then created in the global negative z direction just as for the crossbearers.

The lirst model geometry was now almost complete. All that needed to be included were

the inside braces, of which two types existed. The section properties were the same so
that the property number, 15, was used for both. The difference between them was the
length. Two long braces were placed above each crossbearer and two short braces were
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placed above each crosstie. The bottom sheet nodes above the centersill were used for

one end of each ofthe braces and a side sheet node was used for the other. The middle
or second nodes on the side sheets were near the actual height at which the small braces

were to be attached and so were used so that no modifications had to be done to the side
sheet and side stake nodes. The third nodes on the sides were near the height ofthe large

brace attachments and were used for the ends of the large braces. Three nodes were

generated equally spaced between the end nodes for each of the braces with numbering

such that they would not interfere with the constraint generation. This meant that the

nodes had to be numbered either less than l0()0 or more than 4000 since nodes with
ofTsets had values in the 1000 to 4()00 range. Numbers above 4000 were chosen so as

not to disturb the main geometry defined by the original bottom, side, and end sheets.

~ I The geometry created in the previous steps for the first gondola design can be seen in

the following figure. The model contained 769 nodes and 810 elements.

The model had to be restrained in space so that rigid body translations and rotations

were eliminated. These restraints had to be chosen to best model the actual conditions
on the car. The results were that the nodes at the truck centers were restrained verti- Ä
cally, and a node at the center of the car was used to restrain the other four degrees of

freedom for all the symmetric load cases. ln this way, symmetry of the displacements

about the center of the car was preserved and could be used to check the finite element

results.
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Figure I2. Gondola Design I Geometry
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5.1.2 Model Properties I

Once the geometry was created and all of the elements were included in the model, the
properties for the shells and beams were input. The structural shapes used for the
gondola designs can be seen in the following table.

Table 3. Structural Shapes

Beam Type Shape
(Irossbearer WI·'l2x7
Crosstie WI*7x-1.5
Top Chord spec A*
Side Sill l,5x5x3/8
Side Stake spec B’*’

Inside Brace S7
[ind Sill I,5x5xl/2
()utside Corner Post I,5x5xl/2
Ilnd Stiflener spec B*
Centersill (ÄS(Il3

* See Hgures I3 and I4 for section drawings.

The properties required by the finite element software for the beams were cross·sectional

area, area moments of inertia about the local y- and z-axes, and a torsional constant.

Optional input included distances to extreme libers, member depths, transverse shear

area factors, and transverse shear stress constants in both the local y- and z-directions I
I. . . . . . Iin addition to a torsional shear stress constant and up to I6 points at which stresses

would be calculated.
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SPEC A

5.0000

*5°°° .6ooo
3.5000

.3750

7.0000

.3750

AREA • 7.98424 R Y-Y= I.85I57
XBAR • 2.20454 R X-X-= I.83700
YBAR ¤ 4.76226 ZETA • 44.3446
I Y-Y= 27.3724 IP Y-Y= 36.5366
I X·Y• 9.3763I IP X—X= I7.779I
I X·X-= 26.9433 RP Y-Y= 2.I39I8

RP X·X= I.49224

Figure I3. Top Chord Section gCreating the Finite Element Models 46
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SPEC B

3.2500 . I250 R

.3I25
.2500 R

4.4375
. I875

2500 .2500 R
° · _ . I875 R

2.6875 —-I-·— 2.8750 —•-I-—— 2.6875
8.2500

AREA = 3.84423 R Y-Y= I.99929
XBAR = .000047 R X-X= l.76678
YBAR = 2.02334 ZETA ·= .000000
I Y-Y= I5.36592 IP Y-Y= I5.36592
I X—Y= .000000 IP X-X= Il.99987
I X-X= H.99987 RP Y-Y= I.99929RP X-X= I.76678 1

Figure I4. Side Stake and End StiffenerSection2
I
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The beam inputs used were the required values and several optional values including
distances to extreme fibers, member depths, and several stress calculation points for each
of the beam types. Transverse shear was neglected since the beams were considered

slender and so both transverse shear deformation factors were set to zero. The shear
stress eonstants were not used since the axial and bending stresses were considered to

be the dominant stresses and the shear stress eonstants would not have been easy to

determine for the cross-sections in question. Member depths were entered as the total

beam cross-sectional height and width and extreme liber distances were included as half

ofthe member depths. An average of Four stress points per beam type were input which

located the places on the beam cross-section at which it was thought the stresses would

be the largest in magnitude. lnertia and cross-sectional area values were found in pub-

lished data For the cross-sections and also by using the analysis capabilities of CADAM

For the two special sections used For the stiITeners and top chord. The torsional constant

was not as easily found or determined. lt is the constant that relates the torque to the

angle oftwist for a beam and by using equations 5.l and 5.2 which give the torsional

eonstants for open and closed thin walled members, respeetively, the eonstants for all the

beams could be determined [I7].

2Jciosea (5-1)
ll

where, J = torsional constant for closed section “

A = enclosed area Ids = incremental length along wall .
t = thickness
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1,,,,,,, = —äjt3ds (5.2)

where, J = torsional constant for open section
t = thickness

ds = incremcntal length along wall

Torsional constants for the open sections such as the side and end sills and the corner
posts were easily calculated using equation 5.2 since the thickness was constant. For
other members, such as the top chord, the constant was more dillicult to calculate. A
combination of equation 5.1 and 5.2 was used since the cross-section was made up of
open and closed parts. In addition, the integral was taken as the sum over each section

of constant thickness along the wall and so several more terms were included. The

torsional constant for the stilfeners was also calculated with both equations. The

thought being that when the stake is attached to the sidewall it acts as a closed section.
The following table lists all of the properties used in delining the beam elements in the
model.
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Table 4. Beam Element Properties

Element Property # Area Torsional Constant IW lzz
(in.2) (in.") (in.") (in.")

Side & End Stiffener 3 3.89 10.16 12.1 15.5
cmssbearcr 12.15 1.22 35.48 317.33
Crosstie 5 4.93 ().19 5.78 42.89
Side Sill 6 3.60 0.17 8.37 8.37
lind Sill 7 4.74 0.40 10.89 10.89
Outside Corner Post 8 4.74 0.40 10.89 10.89
Top Chord 9 V 7.99 22.01 27.4 26.9
Centersill 10 28.0 1005.4 776.88 777.76
Inside Brace 15 5.15 1.80 39.40 2.88

The property inputs required by the isotropic thin shell elements were thickness values.

Four types of thicknesses were available. These were reference thickness, membrane

thickness, bending thickness, and stress thickness. These values are used when modeling

considerations do not allow the proper construction of the geometry with the shell ele-

ments. They make the elements comparable to their actual dimensions in terms of

bending and axial stiflnesses, volume, and maximum stress locations. The reference

thickness supplies the program with the volume of‘ the element so that inertia loads can

be properly eomputed. The bending thickness is used to give the element the proper

bending stifTness and the membrane thickness is used to give the element the proper axial

or membrane stifliiess. The stress thickness gives a location at which the top and bot-

tom stresses for the plate should be calculated.

Six sets of‘ plate properties had to input. The side, end, and bottom aluminum sheet el-

ements required only the reference thickness inputs as did the bottom and end plates of

the bolster beam since their geometry in the model coineided with their actual geometry y
in the proposed design. The other plate elements, the top plate and the web of the
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bolster beam, were not modeled to the proper dimensions as discussed in section 5.1.1.
For this reason, the other three thickness values had to be used. The top plate was
modeled to fit a 27.5 in. width. lt was actually 36 in. wide and had a thickness of 0.69
in. The cross-sectional area was 24.75 in.2 and so reference and membrane thicknesses
of 0.90 in. were used to obtain the same area for the 27.5 in. width element. A bending
thickness of0.752 in. was calculated by equatilig the area moments ofinertia for the two

widths and solving for the unknown thickness. The stress thickness was just the actual
thickness of the plate since stresses should be calculated at the top and bottom of the

element to obtain their maximum values. All of the thickness values used in the model

are shown in the following table.

Table 5. Shell Element Properties

Element Property # Tliicknesses (in.) ———
Reference Bcnding Membrane Stress

ßettem slleet 0.313 0.313 0.313 0.313
Side & End Sheets 2 0.219 0.219 0.219 0.219
Top Plate 0.00 0.752 0.00 0.688
End Plate 12 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
Bottom Plate 13 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
Web Plate 14 1.50 9.248 1.50 14.0

The isotropic material properties required were the mass density and two of following

three properties: elastic modulus, shear modulus, and poisson’s ratio. The third was

internally calculated using equation 5.3.

_ EG — —l— (5.3)2(1 + v)

The following table lists the material inputs used in this model.
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Table 6. Material Properties

Material Material # Elastic Modulus Poisson's Ratio I)ensity
(ksi) (lb./in.3)

Aiummum 10,300 0.33 0.008
Steel 2 30,000 0.30 0.283

Before model execution files could be written in the preanalysis phase of the procedure,

a nonzero dummy load had to be added to a node in the model. Without this load the

preanalysis would have failed since it checks to see if the model is complete and ready

for execution. Before performing the analysis, this load could be deleted or modified and
so no problems arise from its inclusion.

Once all of the previous values were added to the model, preanalysis steps were run and

beam rotation angles were added. The rotation angle orients the local element coordi-

nate system with respect to the global coordinate system so that the beam properties

that were previously input are properly defined. Figures 15a and l5b show the rotation

angle delinitions that should be used to perform the orientation of the beam elements in

the model.
Figure l5a shows that the rotation angle is the angle through which the element z-axis

must be rotated about the element x-axis so that the element z-axis lies in the plane de-

fined by the element x- and global Z-axes, and points in the positive direction oftheglobal

Z-axis [18]. The sign of the rotation angle is determined by the right-hand rule
l

and is entered in degrees. lf the element x- and the global Z-axes are parallel, however,

a special definition for the rotation angle is required, shown in figure 15b. The rotation
angle is then defined as the angle through which the element y-axis must be rotated
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b. Special Definition of Rotation Angle
Figure 15. Definition of Beam Element Rotation Angle
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l
about the element x-axis so that the element y- and the global Y-axes coincide. No
special input to tell the software that this definition is being used is required in this case.

An interactive analysis was initiated and the <options> menu was selected. After
proceeding through the selections, the subcommand < add> was chosen, a beam angle
was input, and the elements to which this angle was associated were selected. The other
beam angles along with their groups of elements were input until all required angles had

been specified. The beams had been created with consistency with respect to the local
x·axis direction as described in section 5.1.1 and as a result, the beam angle input was
easily accomplished.

Once all ofthe properties had been input, the prcanalysis steps were continued in which
several model files were automatically written which received the GRAFEM model in-
formation. After the prcanalysis steps were concluded the option not to continue the
analysis was chosen. At this point an IFAD input file for the first model which included
all necessary information except constraints and actual loads was written by executing

the < analyze> < formatter> < write> < ll?/\1)> commands in the GRAFEM menu.

The rcsulting datafile was formatted as described in the IFAD User’s Guide and could 1

be edited to add the additional information necessary to complete the model.
}

5.1.3 Constraining the Offset Nodes l

As described in chapter 4, many of the beam elements had to be modeled byplacingthem

on the surfaces of the shells to which they were to be attached. In this way,

however, they were not connected to the rest of the structure and errors would have
re-sultedif an analysis were executed. For this reason, the constraint equations had to be
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written to connect the beam elements to the shells. Using equation 4.1 from page 26
and following the required format for including eonstraint equations into the IFAD file
previously created, a program was written which generated the block of necessary
equations. The format required an equation number followed by a series of three values
for each node and its associated degrees of freedom used in the equation. The values
were node number, degree of freedom for that node, and coeflicient for that term in the

equation. Writing the first line of equation 4.1 in this form, the eonstraint equation
would have an equation number and nine additional terms, three for each term in the
first line of4.l. The primed degrees of freedom corresponded to the offset nodes' degrees
of freedom while the unprimed degrees of freedom related to the nodes forming the alu-

minum sheeting.

The program MUL'l'll’OlNT, seen in appendix B, used four one-dimensional arrays, one
each for the node number and its x, y, and z coordinates. All of the elements in the z
coordinate array were initialized to 500.0 in a data statement and the nodes were read

into the arrays. The program required a modified node list from the IFAD file; 24 nodes
were removed from the list so that they would not be constrained. These were all ofthe

bolster beam bottom plate nodes except those below the centersill. Since the model was
properly created using nodal increments of 1000 for the offset nodes, the program was

simple to develop. The z coordinates of node numbers incremented by 1000, 2000, and

3000 from each ofthe aluminum sheet nodes (those nodes below 1000), were compared

to 500.0. Only if the number corresponded to an offset node from the sheet node would

the z coordinate not be 500.0. In this way it could be determined which nodes were

offset and needed to be constrained. Then for each offset node the eccentricity was
calculated. lt could have been in either of the three coordinate directions or a combi-
nation of them. Each ofthe three coordinates were subtracted from their eorresponding
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offset node's coordinates and the differences compared to zero. lf one or more of the
differences were nonzero, the nodes were constrained in those directions using the sub-
routines DELTAX, DELTAY, and DELTAZ. The following list shows the first six
constraint equations used in the gondola model. They are for z offsets and, as such, can
be compared to equation 4.1 on page 26.

1 3 1 1.0 1003 1 -1.0 3 5 2.020
2 3 2 1.0 1003 2 -1.0 3 4 -2.020
3 3 3 1 . 0 1003 3 -1 . 0
4 3 4 1 . 0 1 003 4 -1 . 0
5 3 5 1 . 0 1003 5 -1 . 0
6 3 6 1 . 0 1003 6 -1 . 0

The first gondola model contained 2136 constraint equations.

5.1.4 Loading the Model

Chapter 6 covers the translation of the AAR loading definitions into finite element load
cases that were executed in performing the analyses ofthe gondola designs. For the first
design, weight, draft, and buff load cases were used in the evaluation. These load cases
all used the combination of the live and dead load distributions in addition to nodal
loads for the draft and buff cases. The live load is the total weight of the coal that the
car is designed to carry. The dead load is the weight ofthe car body excluding the weight

ofthe trucks. Linear acceleration loads of 2.0 g's were applied to all of the elements in

A the model to account for the dead load and pressure loads were applied to all of the
aluminum shell elements to account for the live load. Uniform bottom pressure loads
of 3.17246 psi with a dynamic load factor of 2.0 were applied to the bottom sheet ele-
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ments and equation 6.1 was used to define the lateral pressure loading that was applied
to all the side and end sheet elements. For uniform pressures, only one value needed to
be included in the pressure statement for the element. lf the pressures were nonuniform,

as was the case for the sidewall distribution, all four values, one at each node of the shell,

had to be included.

Program PRIJSSURE, listed in Appendix B, was written to more easily generate the
pressures given the element and node lists copied from the IFAD input file. Using the

maximum pressure found at the bottom of the side sheet, pmax, the pressures applied
to the nodal locations for each element were linearly distributed according to their height
on the sidewall from pmax at y= 0 in. to 0.0 at y= 101 in. including a load factor of 1.5.
The node list was read in first and then a loop on the number of elements in the model

was initiated. The first element line was read and the values of the type, property, and

material numbers, and nodal connectivity were stored. lf the property number was ei-

ther 1 or 2, then it was an aluminum sheet element and a pressure had to be applied to

it, otherwise, the next element was read. The property of the aluminum sheet element

was checked again to determine if it was a side sheet or bottom sheet element. Ifit was

a bottom sheet element, the uniform pressure value was calculated using 216,000 lbs. for

the load and a bottom area of 577 in. >< 118 in., the load factor of 2.0 was applied, and

the pressure statement for this element was written to the data file. Ifit was a side sheet

element, equation 5.4 was used to generate the four pressure values with a load factor

of 1.5 and these were written to the data file for this element.

P(J) = pmax >< (5.4)
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where, l’(J) = pressure value at node J for the element, psi

J = 1 to the number of nodes in the element

pmax = lateral pressure at floor with load factor of 1.5, psi
nod(J) = node number of the Jth node for the element

Y(nod(J)) = y-coordinate of node nod(J), in.

This procedure was followed until all ofthe elements in the list had been read.

The dummy nodal load needed to complete the preanalysis was deleted from the IFAD

input file prior to running load case one. Nodal loads described in sections 6.5 and 6.6

were added in its place for the draft and buffload cases after the live and dead load case

was executed and verified.

5.1.5 Running the First Analyses

Once the constraint equations and pressure loads were copied to the IFAD input file

from their respective data files, an analysis could be performed on the model. All of the

information for a complete analysis was now contained in the input file and it was ready

for the execution. The <analyze> command was chosen from the GRAFEM menu

of an empty database. The run could have been performed online or in batch.

< datafile> was the next selection, the name of the IFAD input file was given, and the

listing file was to be written to a file. Once the data hle was read into the database and

the execution files were written the prompt to continue the analysis was displayed.

< yes> was chosen and the first analysis was underway.
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Upon completion of the analysis, the results menu of the GRAFEM application was

chosen to view the deformed shape and stress contours. With the use of the animation
command, the geometry was seen to displace as expected. The deformed shape and the

stress plots also exhibited the proper symmetry. A quick calculation of the car weight

using the structural shape weights, member lengths, and car dimensions along with the
dead load ol' 216,000 lbs. also checked with the vertical reaction given in the listing hle.

A car weight o1‘ 18,100 lbs. was seen. The previous checks were all necessary to deter-

mine the validity ol' the results obtained and make sure the model behaved as was ex-

pected prior to making additional runs.

Once the checks were completed and the model was satisfactory, the draft and bu1Tload

cases were executed in the same manner as the weight load case. The most signihcant

results for all three load cases are listed here corresponding to their structural member.

The highest stress seen in the side stake elements was 9.7 kpsi compression in the stake

above the body bolster at the connection to the top chord. lt occurred in the weight

load case and changed only slightly For the other two cases.

The top and end chords had a peak value of 9.4 kpsi tension in the corner connection

for the weight load. lt dropped to 5.9 kpsi when the bulT load was added and became

15.4 kpsi compression for the dralt load.

l
The side sill attained a maximum compressive stress of 13.0 kpsi at the body bolster i

connection For the bulfload but this value dropped to less than 10.0 kpsi under the draft

load. The stresses in the end sill were less than 10.0 kpsi for the weight and bulTloads,

and reached 11.1 kpsi for the dralt load.



1

The maximum stress in the centcrsill for the weight load was 19.3 kpsi compression at
the centerplate support. lt increased to 50.0 kpsi compression under the buf”f‘load and
changed to 33.0 kpsi tension for the draft load.

The crossbearers never exceeded 10 kpsi for all three loads and the maximum stress for
the crossties was 10.9 kpsi compression for the weight load with changes of only about
zh 1.5 kpsi for the bufli and draft loads. Most of‘ the stresses for the inside braces were

less than 3 kpsi and all were less than 10 kpsi for all the load cases.

The bolster beam attained 15.0 kpsi in the top plate for the weight load, 23.0 kpsi in the
bottom plate for the bufT load, and 15.4 kpsi in the top plate for the draft load.

The stresses in end of the car reached 11.5 kpsi in the shell elements for the draft load
and 10.5 kpsi in the bottom stiflicner.

ln general, it was seen that the stresses in the aluminum members averaged around 10

kpsi with some local increases and a maximum of 15.4 kpsi compression in the corner
of the top chord. ,

5.2 Nlodüications to the First Design 1

The second of‘ the alternative designs was created with some deliberate overdesign. As 1
stated earlier, all of the structural components remained the same; thc changes werewiththeir

number and location. The first and most notable change was the addition ofasidestake
at the ends of the bolsters. The single stake was moved one shell element towards
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the ends of the car and a new stake was added to create the two shell element spacing
between stakes along the length of the car.

The changes were made to a copy of the IFAD input file; the proper reference numbers
and beam rotation angles were copied from similar elements while the nodes were cre-
ated in the node list. Modifying the input file was much simpler for all of the second
design changes, though some future changes were easier to accomplish in the GRAFEM
application.

Another change was that the crossbearer and crosstie elements were switched. The same
node and element numbers were used but the nodal offsets and element property num-
bers were changed. The last geometry changes were that additional small inside braces
were added to the bolster areas and the other braces were switched in the same way as
the crossties and crossbearers.

Four small braces were located at each bolster, two at each side at the locations of the
side stakes. The nodes were numbered above 4000 using the same type of sequence as
for the previous braces. The rotations and reference numbers were copied and the nodes
were created as for the new side stakes. The geometry of the second design can be seen
in figure 16.

The geometry changes resulted in the need for a revised set of constraint equations.
Twenty more nodes for side stake elements made the set of constraint equations total p
2256. ln addition, the new inside braces added 24 nodes for a total in the model of 813

with 858 elements. MULTIPOINT was run with the new node list and the new block

of constraint equations replaced the old in the input file. The pressure loads were not l
altered in the conversion from design l to design ll and so the pressure block in the data

I
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file did not need revision. The nodal loads for the draft and buffloads also did not need
revision.

5.2.1 Analyzing the Second Design

The same three load cases that were run on the first design were also used to evaluate
design ll. Once again, the displacement and stress plots were checked for symmetry and
the model's equilibrium was verified. The highest stress in the side stake elements was
10.7 kpsi compression in the stake adjacent to the body bolster at the top chord con-
nection for the weight load case. lnsignificant changes resulted with the addition of the
bu1l” and dralt loads. This stress was 1.0 kpsi higher than in design l.

The peak value for the top and end chord for the weight load was again located at the
corner and was 10.6 kpsi tension. lt decreased for the bufT load, but increased to 15.4
kpsi compression for the draft load. This was about the same as in design l.

The maximum side sill stress was 12.9 kpsi compression at the body bolster connection
for the bufT load. The maximum for the end sill was 11.1 kpsi compression for the draft
load. These were slightly lower than in design 1.

The centersill maximum was 49.9 kpsi compression for the buf1‘ load and it occurred at
I

the body bolster connection. As in design 1, the stresses in the inside braces were mostly I
less than 3 kpsi and, along with the crossbearers, were all less than 10 kspi for all loads.I

I
The highest stress in the bolster beam was 22.4 kpsi for the bu1T load, which waslessthan

in design 1. The stresses on the end of the car changed only slightly from design ICreating the Finite Element Models 63



I. The bottom end brace reached a maximum stress of 10.6 kpsi and the end shell ele-

ments attained 11.7 kpsi for the dralt load. As can be seen From the above summary,

the results for this design did not change considerably From design I.

5.3 The Third Design

Design Ill was created to the speeilications that were thought to produce the best de-

sign. Once the previous two models were studied, it was known that less reinforcement
was needed in the inside than design ll but that the double side stake arrangement
should be maintained. The result was that the double stake and small brace arrangement

‘ at.the bolsters was maintained as in design II but the arrangement Ior the other inside
braces and the crossties and crossbearers was returned to that of design l with one
change; the small braces not at the bolster beams were removed. Combining portions
of the node lists of both of the previous two models resulted in the node list for design
lll, while the element list from design 1 supplied the data for the crossbearers, crossties,

and large inside braces. The elements' only dillerences between the two models were

their element numbers. The changes created a model with 818 elements and 783 nodes
which can be seen in Iigure 17.
Once again, the block o1‘pressure statements did not need to be altered. The constraints,

on the other hand, were revised due to switching of the crossbearers and crossties. The

program, which did not need any changes, was executed with the new node list and the

new block of equations was substituted into the input Iile. The total number of

equations did not change but the form of several did. The weight, draft, and bu1l” load
cases were run on this model in the same way as they were run on the previous two and
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the results were checked for symmetry and equilibrium. The stresses were satisfactory
to allow modification of the end of this model for the final design alternative.

5.4 T/ze Final Design

As previously discussed, the end of the car was not in its ünal configuration. Observa-
tions of other aluminum car designs dictated that the end should be strengthened. A

modified end was designed that had üve variably spaced end stifleners instead of the
current equally spaced three. The finite element model third design was modified at one
end to create this new configuration. The other end was left in its previous geometry
since its effects would be felt only locally and the modification required considerable ef-
fort and increased the model size substantially. The rest of the geornetry also remained
the same. ’

The vertical spacing that was used was 14 in. from the floor to the first stiffener, 12 in.
to the next, 14 in. to the next, then 16 in., and last 20 in. The difliculty in performing
the modification was that, since five stifTeners were to be used and a two element shell
spacing was to be implemented between the stiffeners, twelve shell elements had to be I

modeled along the height for the end. The rest of the car had only four equally spaced
:

elements along the height and the meshing of the two areas required the use of triangular l
shell elements. Also, since the end was almost square, a spacing of twelve shellelementswas

used in the width as well to maintain a near one to one aspect ratio. I
I
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Once again, node and element numbering of the modified area was very important.
Twenty-four triangular and 128 rectangular shells, and eighty beam elements had to be
added to the model and nodes had to be created for these elements that would fit the
scheme of the previous models to allow easy constraint and element definition. The
GRAFIEM application ofa design Ill database was entered to make the changes to the

end shell, corner post, end sill, top chord, and end stiffener elements.

Twelve nodes were created along the end edge at the required vertical spacing with
numbers from 235 to 246. The top node, 149, kept the same number. These were copied
9.8333 in. in the z direction with a node increment of-85 to create a set from 150 to 162
for the next vertical line. This list was copied twice at increments of 9.8333 in. in the z
direction with a node increment of 15 on each set. ln this way, sets of nodes from 165

to 177 and 180 to 192 were created. The nodes that were created filled the major gaps

in numbers that were used to gcncrate the nodes for the aluminum shell elements for the
first three designs.

Continuing, the node sets from 150 to 192 were copied to generate three lines of nodes
at the same z spacing with numbers from 350 to 392. Node 38() was deleted so that 429
could remain at the centersill to end sill connection. The previous six columns of nodes
were then copied maintaining the z spacing with an increment of 4()0 on the nodes to
finish the end sheet node generation. Node 792 was deleted to keep 949 at the top cor- j
ner. A straight end view ofthe node pattern can be seen in ügure18.The

twelve rectangular elements that connected the side and bottom to the end
werechangedto trapezoids and the gaps between them filled with triangles. Knowingthatthe

total number of elements would be 1050, the end shell elements were generated as a
group from 907 to 1050. The top chord and end stiffener nodes were copied from the

{
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unas n:sa n:v? H192 nass navv nase nsss nsvv ussa nvsa H777 N949

uaas u:s: u:vs una: uas: uavs uaa: uss: nsvs usa: uvs: nvvs uva:

uzas nass nrvs urss nass navs nass nsss nsvs nsss uvss nvas uvas
uaaa uasa u:v4 u:aa uasa nava nass ussa nsva nsss nvsa uvve uvss
uaaa u:ss n:va u:ss nass nava nass nsss nsva nsss uvss nvva uvxs
nsss u:sv n:v2 u:sv uasv nava uasv ussv ns?a nssv uvsv uvva uva?
usa: u:ss nrv: u:ss nass navr nass nsss usv: nsss nvss nvv: uvxs
uaas nnss unvs u:ss nass navs uaas nsss nsvo nsss uvss nvva uvss
naas n:s• nrss n:sa nass nass uasa nsss nsss nsss H7S4 uvss uvxa
naas u:sa n:ss u:sa uasa nass nasa ussa nsss nssa uvsa uvss uvsa
uaav u:sa n:sv n:sa nase nasv nase nsss nssv usse uvsa nvsv uvxa
uaas u:s: u:ss u:s: uas: nass uas: uss: nsss uss: uvs: nvss uvs:
uzas n:sa n:ss u:s6 nass nass neas ussn nsss nsss uvsn nvss uvxs

Figure 18. End Sheet Node Pattern



end sheet nodes with the same increment as was used for them in the previous models
and the end sill and corner post elements that had existed were shifted to one end oftheir

respective groups and new elements were generated to fill the openings. Next, the old
end chord elements were shifted over and new elements were created to fill the spaces.
The old end stiffener element numbers were used for the first twelve end stiffeners and
then numbers 851 to 898 were used to complete their creation. Figures 19 and 20 show
the element numbers, excluding the end sheet elements, used on the modified end of de-
sign 111, and the final geometry of the modifications to the end and the entire design IV

finite element model can be seen in figures 21 and 22, respectively. Design IV contained
985 nodes and, as can be expected, required extensive modifications to the constraint

equation list and pressure list of the input file.

Once the geometry was complete, preanalysis steps were run to add the necessary beam

rotation angles just as for the first model. The analysis was discontinued since the loads
were not input and an IFAD input file was written as before. This file was copied for
the car body lift, downward end , jacking, draft, and buff load cases.

5.4.1 Creating the Impact Load Pressures

The pressure program had to be modified to accommodate triangular elements and cre-
ate the impact load pressures to be used for the three impact load cases that were exe-

cuted on the final design. By adding a new section in which the subtype of the shell
elements was used to determine which elements were triangles and which were rectan-

gles, the triangular pressures were created and written in the same way as the rectangles
except that now only three nodes were used for the elements. This version of program I
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PRESSURE is sl1own in appendix B. The pressures for the weight, draft, and buff cases

were generated and added to their respective input files, and then the pressures for the

car body lift and downward end load cases were created and added to the input files.

The pressures for the jacking case were created next and added to its input file.

PRESSURB was copied and renamed IPRESSU R13 to be modified to generate the im-

pact pressure loads for the impact load cases. Three diflerent impact load distributions

were modeled as described in section 6.7 and each required special load inputs. A vari-

able vertical load factor generated using equation 6.5 on page 86 had to be applied to

all of the vertical pressure loads past the midline ofthe car towards the impactcd end for

the three load cases. An additional uniform end pressure was added to the lateral load

distribution for the impactcd end for the end pressure case. Each oftheload cases also

required diflerent inertia loads.

lf the the element was on the bottom the uniform bottom pressure was ealculated as in

program l’RljSSURlj, and the x-coordinates of the first and third nodes were checked
E

for being greater than or equal to 288.5 in., which is the center ofthe car. lf both nodes

were at or past the center of the car, the uniform pressure was multiplied by the factor

ealculated from equation 6.5 for each nodal location on the element. lf not, a factor of

one was used on the vertical pressure. The pressures were written to an output file in

each case. For elements on the sides equation 6.1 was used again with a factor ofone.This

set of pressures was used for the bottom and car inertia impact load cases. For the :
end pressure impact load case, the previous pressure list was modified by adding 104.9 l

psi to the pressures on all of the elements on the end of the car near the impact. This T
pressure resulted in the impact design load of l,25(),00O lbs. 'u
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5.4.2 Creating the Impact Load Inertias

The inertia Ioads that were used for the impact load cases were generated using

GRAFEM. The GRAFEM application ofa design IV model was entered and a vertical
inertia of I gravity was applied to all ofthe elements past the center ofthe car opposite
the impacted end. For the elements past the center toward the impact, a load factor

from equation 6.5 on page 86 was applied as for the bottom pressures. The factor was

ealculated and applied for each group of elements at the same distance from the center

of the car. A total of 24 different vertical inertia Ioads were applied. Preanalysis steps

were performed to write the new inertias to the analysis files and then an IFAD input

file was written. The end pressure impact Ioads and the design IV constraints were

added to this input file to complete the load case input file.

The bottom and car inertia load cases required additional horizontal inertias to be cre-

ated and added to the previous vertical inertias. The previous model used to generate

the vertical inertias was edited to create the horizontal inertias. For the bottom inertia

case, all of the aluminum sheet elements on the floor of the car were selected and an

inertia of 602.5565 g’s from equation 6.3 was applied. Once again, analysis files were

written that stored the inertias in the model and an IFAD file was written that contained

these Ioads. The above process was duplicated to create the horizontal inertia Ioads for

the car inertia impact load case. In this case, however, all of the elements in the model

were selected and an inertia of 68.4556 g’s was applied. The impact pressure Ioads and

constraint equations were added to these üles to make them complete and ready to be
analyzed.
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I
5.4.3 Performing a Complete Analysis

At this point, the input files for the impact load cases were complete. The constraint
equation block was added to the other load case input files and the restraints and nodal
loads modified for each to complete them. The design IV model files were deleted and
a design IV weight model file was created. The <analyze> <online> <datafile>
commands were executed from the GRAFIZM application and the weight load case file
was input. The dataüle was read into the database and executed, and the results were

viewed to check and see if the model was correct. The symmetry was no longer there for
both the displaeements and the stresses since the ends were of diliercnt designs but
equilibrium was checked and the total vertical reaction force was almost the same as for
the weight case of design lll. ()nce the model was verihed, all of the input files were
executed and results were obtaincd for the final design encompassing all of the AAR
specifications.
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Chapter 6

Load Cases for the Finite Element Model

Seven load cases were run on the finite element model of the final design to encompass

all of the requirements of the AAR Specifications. These seven are:

l. Coal and Car Weight Load

2. Car Body LiftLoad3.Downward End Load I
4. JackingLoad5.

Draft Load I
I6. BufT Load I7. Impact Load I
I

These load cases are described here in detail. The requirements set forth by the AAR I

are stated followed by the methods used to model them. I
I
I
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6.1 Coal and Car Weight Load

AAR Specification

4.1.2, 4.1.3 DEAD LOAD and LIVE LOAD: The dead load as defined in 2.2.2 may be

added to the live load as defined in 2.2.4 and distributed to the supporting members in

accordance with the configuration of the supporting structure.

Finite Element Application

The live load is lateral and distributed on the car sides and end using equation 6.1 below

and it is vertical and distributed uniformly on the bottom shcets using 216,000 lbs. as the

load limit. A vertical load factor of 2.0, as required by AAR Manual section 4.2.2.4 and
l

a lateral load factor of 1.5, as per section 4.2.2.7, is applied to the live load distribution.

The vertical factor of 2.0 is also applied to the structure weight of the car excluding

trucks. The car model is simply supported at the truck centers.

4.1.14.1 LATERAL FORCES

Lateral pressure of granular, lump, or pulverized bulk material shall be considered in the

design ofthe containing structure of all cars in which such pressures may be active, e.g.,

box, hopper, and gondola cars.

For open top cars the lateral pressure may be computed by the following Rankine for-

mulac

P = 0.6 w(1i + 1)*& (6.1)l + sin ip
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where, P = lateral force, lbs./ft. oflength

W= weight oflading, lbs./ft.3

h = depth of lading (not including heap), ft.

ip = static angle of repose (25°)

The lateral force is to be distributed vertically so that it is a maximum at the floor line
decreasing uniformly to zero at the top surface ofthe lading. Using equation 6.1 along
with the following values for W, h, <p , and the sidcwall height, the maximum lateral
pressure at the bottom of the side and end sheets can be found.

W = 52.01bs./ft.3

ii = 8.417 rr. v = 0.5(52.0)(8.4l7 + ifll-TÄEÄ] = 935.71bs./ft.1 + sin 25°
<p = 25°

With a sidewall height of 101 in., the lateral pressure, p, at the floor is

p = 935.71bs./ft. + l2in./ft. + 101 in. >< 2 = 1.544 psi

6.2 Car Body LM Load

AAR Specification

4.1.5.1 VERTICAL LOADS ON COUPLIER: The car structure shall be designed to

withstand a vertical upward load applied to the coupler shank immediately adjacent to

the striker face at one end of the car suflicient in magnitude to lift the fully loaded car p
1free of the truck nearest the applied load. i
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Finite Element Application

The vertical and lateral loads described Tor the previous load case, Coal and Car Weight,

are used with a load factor of 1.0 on these loads and the car weight as per AAR Manual
section 4.2.2.5. The car is simply supported at the truck center opposite the lifted end

and the lifting load is modeled as a vertical support at the striker laee.

A moment oli 176,740 in.-lbs. is also applied to the striker face. The draftsill casting was

loaded with an upward load of 127,300 lbs. at the striker face. A load of 21,000 lbs.

was also applied 10.75 in. away in the downward direction. The 127,300 lb. load would
have to be oflset by 1.7734 in. to generate the required moment to balance the system

[19]. The vertical load at the lil‘ted end of this model was found to be 99,663 lbs. and

as a result the moment is 99,663 lbs. times 1.7734 in. or 176,740 in.-lbs.

6.3 Downward End Load

AAR Specification

4.1.5.3 VERTICAL LOADS ON COUPLER: All cars shall have the capability to sus-

tain a vertical up and down load of 50,000 lbs. at the pulling face of the coupler.
l
1

Finite ElementApplicationThe

live and dead loads are included with a load factor of 1.0 in both the vertical

andlateraldirections as per section 4.2.2.5. The car is simply supported at the truck centers :
and the load is applied as a vertical load and moment at the striker face. The moment :Load Cases fn: the Finite Element Mnilel 80 }
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is equal to 787,500 in.-lbs., or 50,000 lbs. times 15.75 in., the distance from the coupler
face to the striker face.

The downward end load is used for this analysis but the upward end load is not. Its ef-
fect is not analyzed because the car body lift case was found to be a worse loading con-
Iiguration.

The draltsill casting carries the load up to the end sill connection. At that point it is
transmitted to the rest of the car structure. lf the total moment at the draftsill to end
sill connection for the upward load is less than the total moment for the car body lift
load then the upward load does not have to be modeled because the car body lift loading
applies more load to the car structure. Only local dilTerences in the stresses in the
draltsill casting between the car body lift and upward end load cases might exist.

To check this the moments at the end sill to draltsill connection were computed. The
striker face is 14 in. lrom the end sill. Equation 6.2 shows that the total moment trans-
mitted at the connection is less for the upward end than for the car body lift load.

Upward End Load: moment = 787,500 + 14 >< 50,000 = 1,487,500 in.-lbs.
(6.2)

Car Lift Load : moment = 176,740 + 14 >< 99,663 = 1,572,000 in.-lbs.

116.4 Jacking Load 1l
AAR Specification
4.1.6 JACKING LOAD: The car structure shall be designed to sustain forty percent of



I I
I
I

the gross rail load applied to each jacking pad, with stresses not to exceed yield strength.
The jacks shall be placed under the portion oFa car extending outside oF the rails, preF-
erably under the side sills at the body bolster or under the ends oF the body bolster.

Finite Element Application

A load Factor oF 1.6 is applied to all vertical Forces including trucks. A load Factor oF
1.0 is applied to the lateral loads which are modcled in the same manner as in the coal
and car weight case. The model is vertically supported at the ends oF the body bolsters
and the truck loads are applied as point loads at the truck ccnters.

6.5 Drzft Load

AAR Specification

4.1.8 DRAFT LOAD: The car structure shall be designed to sustain a draFt (tensile) or

bulF(compressive) drawbar and/or train-action load oF 350,000 lbs. applied on the Front

draFt lugs at each end oF the car along the nominal centerline oF the couplcrs.

Finite Element Application
A point load oF 350,000 lbs. with a load factor oF 1.8 From AAR Manual section 4.2.2.4

is applied to the end oFthe draFtsill casting at each end oFthe car. A moment oF 291,690

in.-lbs. is also applied since the nodes at which the loads are applied are located above

the actual points oF application oF the Forces. The loads actually act through points
0.463 in. below the neutral axis oF the centersill. The live and dead loads are included
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with a load factor of 2.0 on the vertical loads and dead load and 1.5 on the lateral loads.
The model is simply supported at the truck centers.

A compressive bull" load of the same magnitude is also required, however, it will be

covered under the compressive end load of section 6.6.

6.6 Bzß Load

AAR Specification

4.1.9 COMPRESSIVIE END LOAD: The car structure shall be designed to sustain a

compressive columnar load of 1,000,000 lbs. applied at the rear draft lugs at each end

of the car on the nominal centerline ofthe couplers.

Finite Element Application

A point load of 1,000,000 lbs. is applied to the striker laces at each end of the car. A

moment ofmagnitude 463,000 in.—lbs. is created and also applied at these points due to

the o1Tset of the load as in the dra1‘t load case. The live and dead loads are included with
a load factor of 2.0 on the vertical and 1.5 on the lateral loads. The model is simply

supported at the truck centers. This load case covers both the buff load required from I

section 4.1.8 and the compressive end load of section 4.1.9.

t
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6.7 Impact Load

AAR Specification

4.1.10 IMPACT LOAD: The car structure shall be designed to sustain the reaction and

inertia forces resulting from a single ended impact. The impact strength capability must

be demonstrated analytically and/or by test of a prototype car or car component at the

option of the Car Construction Committee.

Cars utilizing conventional draft gears conforming to AAR specilications M-901,

M—90l-A, M-901-C, M-901-D, or M-901-E must be shown to have the structural capa-

bility of withstanding a coupler force of 1,250,000 lbs. applied to one end of the car.

Finite Element Application

Three different load cases were used to model the impact loading requirements specified

above. A supplcment to the AAR Manual recommends that the load be applied to the

structural members of the underframe. For this reason, the underlrame inertia case was
run. The other two cases were used to find out more about the car structure and maybe

find a better impact load modeling distribution. A load factor of 1.0 is applied to the

lateral loads on the entire car and 1.0 to the vertical loads (live and dead loads) from the

end opposite the impact to the centerline of the car. From the centerline to the impacted E

end, the load factor on the vertical loads is given by equation 6.5 on page 86. Themodelis

restrained at the striker face in the horizontal direction and simply supported at the (truck centers. :Load Cases rm the Finite Element Model 84 Ä



6.7.1 Loading by Underframe Inertia

The first impact case was modeled similar to the requirements of AAR Manual section
4.1.10.3.l, which states that the horizontal impact force should be distributed to the
underframe members of the car. A horizontal acceleration load of 602.5562 g’s calcu-
lated in equation 6.3 was applied to the material volume, V, ofthe bottom sheets so that

1,250,000 lbs. resulted at the striker face.

F = ma F = 1,250,000lb;

V = 577in. >< 118 in. >< 0.3125 in. = 21,276.9 in.3

m = p >< V = 2074.5 lbm

· l,250,0(„0therefore, a = = 602.5565 g’s
(6.3)

6.7.2 Loading by Whole Car lnertia

In this case, a horizontal acceleration load of68.4556 g’s from cquation 6.4 was applied
to the entire model mass, excluding the live load distribution, to give a reaction of

1,250,000 lbs. at the striker face.

F = ma F = 1,250,000 lbf

m = 18,260 lbm

1 250 000‘ = = . 556 ' 6.4g therefore, a 18,260 68 4 g s ( )
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6.7.3 Loading by End Pressure

The third impact case was modeled to see how the end of the car would be able to
withstand the entire 1,250,000 lbs. if the bulk material acted as end car pressure. A

uniform pressure of 104.88 psi was added to the lateral pressure distribution from

equation 6.1 at the impacted end of the car. ln this way, the reaction of 1,250,000 lbs.

at the striker face was attained.

6.7.4 Impact Loads Amplifieation Factor

4.1.11.2 VERTICAL FORCES

Dynamic load factors for vertical loads on members in the structure may be assumed to

vary linearly from the centerline of the car to the impacted end and the ampliücation

factor may be dctcrmined by AAR Manual section 4.1.11.

a :1 + l2lll;x (6.5)
WI,

where, a = amplilication factor

ll = horizontal impact force, lbs.

h = vertical distance between centerline of coupler and car center of gravity, ft. I

x = distance from centerline of car to point in question, ft.
W= rail load limit less weight of trucks, lbs. p
L = inside length of car,

ft.LoadCases for the Finite Element Model 86



The value for h in equation 6.5 is determined using AAR Manual section 2.1.3 as a
guide. A conservative estimate, that is, one that will create a larger value for a, can be

found using some approximations. The following table has the values used to calculate
the vertical center of gravity of the loadcd car including trucks.

Table 7. Car Vertical Center of Gravity

Component Weight C.G. Above Centcrline of Couplcrs
Car Body and Trucks 39,000 lbs. 7.349 in.
Live Load 224,000 lbs. 55.5 in.

The vertical center of gravity for the loadcd car is, therefore, 4.03 lt. above the centerline
ofthe couplers.

A conservative estimate for W can be found by adding the dead load of 18,000 lbs. and
the live load of2l6,000 lbs. Substituting these values into equation 6.5 results in

· 12 1,250,000 4.03a=1+ = 1 +0.11174x
234,000(48.08)

u
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Chapter 7

Results of the Final Model

7.1 Materials

The gondola is designed using ASTM A572 Grade 50 steel for the centersill, AAR M20l
Grade B cast steel for the draftsills, ASTM A44l steel for the top, bottom, and end

plates of the bolster beam, and ASTM A36 steel for the web of the bolster. 6061-T6

aluminum alloy is used for all other extrusions and 5083-ll32l aluminum alloy is used
as the sheeting material. The strength values for these materials that were used to de-
termine the margin of safety of the components for each loading condition are listed in
the following table.
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Table 8. Material Strcngths

Material Yield (kpsi) Ultimate (kpsi)— 'V000il0 C00T0T000TV<= —
As'1‘M A572 60 — 65
lMTM MM 50 70MTM M0 50 50AM M00¤ 00 70
Aluminum <>()6l-T6 35 35 38— 6083-11321 3l 26 44

7.2 Stress Analysis Results

For each of the load cases, a margin of safety was calculated for the highest stressed ·

members in the model. The margin is based on the yield strength or 80% ofthe ultimate
strength, whichevcr is less, for all of the load cases except the impact load cases. The
impact load cases use the ultimate strength to calculate the margin of safety. See section

V
4.2.2 of the AAR Specification M—l()0f. The margin of safety is given by

Meg. = allowable stress _ 1 (7.])actual stress

The table of stress results shows load case maximum stress values and minimum margins

of safety along with their locations in the model. This table is followed by specific

comments on each load case. Also, appendix A contains exaggerated deformed shape
plots and tabulated stress results for each of the ünal design load cases.
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Table 9. Design IV Stress Results
I

Load Case Max Stress (psi) Location Margin of Safety
Coal and Car Weight 16,934 find sill 0.795
Car Body Lift 27,308 lind sill 0.113
Downward End -20,793 Draftsill 0.828
Jacking 17,961 Iind Sheet 0.693
1)raf”t"‘ 13,04.5 to 30,914 llnd sill 1.330 to -0.()l7
Buff 49,640 Draftsill -().234
Impact 32,997 Bottom Sheet 0.152

*Range ofstress in the maximum stressed element for this load case.
See section 7.2.5

7.2.1 Coal and Car weight Load

The stresses resulting from this load case are not large. The majority ofthe beams have

a margin of safety greater than 1.0. The only exception is the end sill. It attains a stress

of 16,934 psi and thus has a margin of safety of 0.795.

7.2.2 Car Body Lift Load g

The car body lift case is equally free of high stresses everywhere except at the endsill.At

the end sill above the draftsill the stress is 27,308 psi giving a margin of safety of only

0.113. The end sheeting in this area is also highly stressed and approaches 33,000 psi.

Buckling may occur in this area ofthe sheeting. All other beams have a margin of safety

of safety greater than 1.0.
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7.2.3 Downward End Load

The downward end load produces no problems in the design. The smallest margin of
safety is 0.828 at the draftsill casting where the stress reaches 20,793 psi in compression.
Elsewhere, the stresses remain below 50% of yield.

7.2.4 Jacking Load

The jacking load is the least stressful of all of the load cases that were analyzed. All of

the beam members had margins of at least 2.0. The sheets were the only aluminum
members exceeding l(),000 psi. The minimum margin of safety occurred near the bottom
of the end sheet and was 0.693.

7.2.5 Draft Load

The draft load case gives rise to considerable stresses in the end sill. The stress in the

end sill element connected to the centersill varies from 13.0 to 30.9 kpsi for an average

stress of 22.0 kpsi. This yields an average margin of safety for the element of0.382. The
high stress at the one end ofthis element is due to the lact that in the model the load in
the draltsill is transmitted to the end sill through one point. In actuality, the load is

transmitted through the weld area as a distributed load and the maximum stress in the
end sill element would be closer to the average stress for that element. Therefore, since

modeling the connection as a point when the connection is really an area, the margin 1
of safety of -0.017 is conservative and a positive margin can be expected in this area. l



The draftsill casting also has high stresses. It's maximum stress is 32,446 psi resulting
in a margin of safety of 0.171. Another area that might be of concern is at the corner
where the top and end chord meet. At this point the top chord reached 14,886 psi in
compression. This still gives a margin greater than 1.0, but was the next highest stressed
region for this case. p

7.2.6 Buff Load

The buff load case resulted in stresses that were very high in the centersill and draftsill
casting. In all other areas the margin of safety was greater than 1.0. The stresses in the
draftsill reached 49,640 psi in compression. This excceds its yield strength and gives a

margin of safety of -0.234. The centersill attained a maximum compressive stress of
48,050 psi, near the value fer the draftsill, but still had a positive margin of safety since

the steel has a higher yield point. This should not be a major cause for concern since

the draftsill casting is a standard design used in service on many currently operating cars
with no apparent high maintenance problems.

7.2.7 Underframe inertia Impact Load

The impact loading distribution on the car is difficult to model with static load case an-

alyses. The AAR recommends that inertia loads be applied to the bottom structural

members of the car in order to obtain the design force at the end of the draftsill at the
impacted end. The underframe inertia load case models this situation. The stresses for
the impact load cases are noticeably higher for almost all of the members when com-Results of the Final Model 92 ,



pared to the other load cases. Using the ultimate material strengths to compute margins
of safety, however, results in a positive margin for the model. The maximum bottom
sheet stresses are large enough to produce the smallest margin of safety for this case.
The maximum is near the impacted end and has a value of 32,997 psi for a margin of
safety of 0.152. The centersill has a maximum compressive stress of 55,030 psi and the
draftsill casting has a maximum compressive stress of 55,961 psi, each resulting in a
higher margin of safety than for the bottom sheet.

7.2.8 Whole Car Inertia Impact Load

ln addition, however, two other analyses were executed in an attempt to better approx-

imate the impact loading distribution. Ilere, inertia loads were applied to all of the ele-

ments to produce the required end load in the draftsill. The centersill and draftsill
stresses increase slightly when cornpared to the previously discussed impact load case
and as a result produce the lowest margins for this case. With a maximum compressive
stress of57,653 psi, the centersill has a margin of 0.127 and with a stress of~60,l9l, the
dra1tsill’s margin is 0.163. The highest stressed aluminum members are the bottom

sheets. At the impacted end, a stress of 32,270 psi is reaehed for a margin of safety of
0.178.

7.2.9 End Pressure Impact Load

The end impact case was modeled to see the effect of the large pressure distribution on
the end of the car. This case attempts to bound the actual stress state by assuming a
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static condition of liquid pressure on the car end to create a force equal to the design
impact load. Obviously, it did not succeed. lt can be seen from tables 26 and 27 in
appendix A that at many locations the stresses are greater than ten times the ultimate
strength of the aluminum. They even approach lilteen times the ultimate strength at one
location. This is not a condition to be expected in service and as a result this case was
neglected in the conclusions about the design.

ll



Chapter 8

Conelusions and Reeommendations

The results ofthe finite element study performed on the proposed gondola design should

be a sullicient basis on which the AAR could accept the design and allow a prototype
to be built. lt also has provided information and guidance for further investigation. A
possible high maintenance area may occur at the end sill to draftsill connection that is
also of concern in steel cars currently in active service. Future research may examine

redesigns of the car in that area. One possibility is disconnecting the draftsill from the

floor and the end sill outward ofthe body bolster. Stiflening the draftsill to take the lift,

buff, and draft loads, and the sheet structure to withstand the dead load and keep it from

interfering with the draftsill, may result in an acceptable design without the highstressedend
sillmember.The

model development was accomplished without the use of mesh generators.

Thisallowedmore user control over numbcring schemes which was very important when
generating constraints, viewing the model, and selecting groups ofnodes or elements.



Modeling sheet and stringer structures requires a lot of input. lfthin shell elements are
used to model the stiffeners, many additional nodes and elements, and more modeling
and analysis time is required. lf beam elements are used, offset, rotation angle, and
section property information is required. For the rail car models and for other design
oriented analyses involving the finite element method, computer time should be kept at j
a reasonable level. Therefore, the beam element modeling technique is the bestalterna-tive

for the designer.

Thin shell elements that include shcar deformation are not well suited to thin shell

structures since the major part of the deformation is due to bending and not shcar ef-
fects. When the shcar contribution is small the elements do not seem to functioniprop-
erly as was seen early in this analysis. For this reason, it is safe to use an element that
only includes bending and membrane effects. ()fApplicon's shell elements, subtypes one
and two do not include shcar deformation while subtypes three, four, and five do.

Nine load cases were executed on the gondola final design but only seven were used to
satisfy the AAR Manual requirements fer rail car design. The whole car inertia and end

pressure impact load cases were used to bound the impact load stresses. The whole car

inertia load appeared to be a reasonable configuration to test the impact load require-
ments but the end pressure distribution yielded very unrealistic results.

The information used to determine the margins of safety for the ünal design was ob-
tained from the listing file created during each analysis. A program was written to ex-

tract the maximum combined bending and axial stresses for each element from these
files. The values were examined and the margins were calculated for each group of ele-
ments for each load case. Shell element stresses are the only stress results that can be
graphically displayed on the analysis terminal. The manual examination of beam ele-
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ment stresses is the only method available to the user to find high stress areas other than
writing programs specific to the analysis to output beam stress results. An interactive
stress recovery routine should be added to the Applicon postprocessor to enable easier
access to these stresses. ·

l
l
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Appendix A

Deformed Geometry Plots and Stress Tables

A.] Deformed Geometry Plots

For each of the seven load cases for the final gondola design, side and top view deformed

shape plots are included in this appendix. All plots were created with a scale factor of
25.0 on the deflection except the end pressure impact load case. lt was plotted with a
scale factor of 10.0 due to the large maximum deflection at the end. The end of the
model with five stiffeners in the final design can be seen to deform to a lesser degree than
the other end from Design lll in these plots.
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A .2 Stress Tables

This is a compilation ofthe stresses in the beam elements of the high-side coal gondola
model. lligh and low stresses at each nodal location for the beams seen in the following
figure are listed for the nine load cases that were run.
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Table 10. Coal and Car \Veight Load Member Stresses
SIDESTAKES CENTERSILL TOP CHORD

EL.! MODE MAX. MIN. EL.0 MODE MAX. MIN. EL.0 NODE MAX. MIN.

389 1015 6807. -10495. 640 1415 12128. -551. 575 2135 -5402. -7126.
1045 1269. -5005. 1416 11089. 688. 2136 -5538. -7176.

390 1045 1786. 287. 641 1416 11213. 258. 576 2136 -5388. -7100.
1075 4077. -1569. 1417 F153. 2517. 2137 -4398, -7896.

391 1075 3750. -742. 642 1417 9160. 1857. 577 2137 -2974. -9276.
1105 1768. 754. 1418 10538. 458. 2138 -3183. -8415.

392 1105 1163. -787. 643 1418 10820. -515. 578 2138 -3015. -8123.
1135 4440. -5088. 1419 10977. -673. 2139 -2577. -7726.

393 1017 59‘1. -5980. 644 1419 11417. -2205. 579 2139 -3440. -5965.
1047 2760. -2229. 1420 9192. 20. 2140 -3824. -5450.

394 1047 2459. -231. 645 1420 9845. -2241. 580 2140 -2704. -5112.
1077 2688. -412. - 1421 6398. 1205. 2141 -3103. -4910.

595 1077 5016. -2490. 646 1421 7178. -1598. 581 2141 -1974. -4315.
1107 4040. -5981. 1422 3481. 2099. 2142 -2387. -4095.

396 1107 8521. -8923. 647 1422 3023. 282. 582 2142 -1009. -3942.
1137 7036. -5556. 1423 6159. -2855. 2143 -1186. -4318.

397 1019 7935. -10190. 648 1423 2529. -1811. 583 2143 695. -4444.
1049 2283. -4156. 1424 11009. -10290. 2144 713. -4418.

398 1049 2537. 528. 649 1424 7115. -9166. 584 2144 1776. -4298.
1079 4810. -2355. 1425 16407. -18458. 2145 2025. -4098.

399 1079 4508. -1892. 650 1425 900. -4567. 585 2145 2890. -4039.
1109 i804. 452. 1426 10057. -13723. 2146 2820. -4179.

400 1109 1725. -2059. 651 1426 10405. -13974. 586 2146 3727. -4441.
1139 6110. -5888. 1427 260. -3829. 2147 4025. -4276.

401 1021 6728. -6302. 652 1427 14204. -18025. 587 2147 7567. -6988.
1051 3802. -4310. 1428 3860. -7681. 2148 7190. -7525.

402 1051 3099. -1005. 653 1428 7837. -8846. 588 2148 9418. -8549.
1081 4039. -1748. 1429 546. -1556. 2149 10229. -8350.

403 1081 3942. -2338. 654 1429 14. -14. 617 1149 2820. -3475.
1111 5698. -1998. 4429 0. 0. 1162 1096. -20.

404 1111 1646. -1079. 618 1162 1018. 168.
1141 4017. -3675. 1177 1349. 364.

405 1023 6209. -5969. 1“$19E 9*^91“9 619 1177 1093. 702.
1055 3951. -3863. 1192 1458. 454.

406 1053 3315. -735. E1·' "992 "^*·
”1*· 620 1192 1324. 721.

1085 4899. -1985. °°-°”°°°°°'°''°''''''°°'°°''''‘' 1362 1528. 570.
407 1085 4884. -2583. 843 1362 1447. 752.1113 2487. 150. 77’ *17 1*71· *1961- 1377 1583. 654.408 1113 1366. -2270. *9*7 1979- **69- 844 1377 1541. 748.

780 4047 3978. -460. lsgz 15gL
y1;_807 1025 4280. -4380. *977 2*11- 197*- Ia°·

:0:;
z;q2_

,l2Zq_ 782 4107 2639.894.809
1085 8098. -4840. 197 *21*- *691- 6
1115 1621. 626. 791 *21 2619-*2119-810
1115 1830. -1411. *911 1191- *1911-
1145 5260. -8139. 7" *951 1*71- °1°"· 711 2017 2586. -601.409 1027 1693. -2795. *911 1926- *719- 22,7 „7,_ -„„_
,057 22lq_ -371q- 785 4081 1026. -710.
7124101057 1820. -2065. *111 111*- *1912- ZQI7 „,,,_ _27„_

1087 4_ 786 4111 1334. -1012. 715 znzx 1142. _·¤l
411 1087 6819. -4060. 111 2*97- *2167- 2221 1,8, _u„'

747 425 5112.-5602.4lZ
1117 1626. -3030. *999 2729- *21*- 2421 2250. -1922~ ·lib; 058}_ -71z2_ 748 4055 2728. -3213. ° ° I

4085 368. -849.
749 4085 368. -849.

4115 1803. -2270.
750 4115 1803. -2278.

. 85 4035. -4506.
751 _ 427 4689. -4983.

4057 2345. -2634.
752 4057 2395. -2634.4087 619. -903. ‘
753 4087 619. -903. I

4117 2072. -2351. .
754 4117 2072. -2351.

87 4574. -4648.
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Table ll. Coal and Car Weight Load Member Stresses (cont.)

SIDESILL ENO IRACES 8OLSTER lEAM
EL.! NODE MAX. MIN. EL.! NODE MAX. MIN. EL.0 MODE MAX. MIN.

695 15 2683. 67. 657 1152 1281. -1229. Top P1•t•
16 2731. 983. 1237 276. -20. 663 25 11877. 2238.696 16 2523. 628. 658 1167 2060. -1707. 2617 2896. -189. 1152 1052. -532. 226697 17 6568. -2223. 659 1182 2686. -2096. 22518 6200. -1309. 1167 1862. -1168. 666 26 12698. 2761.698 18 2560. 552. 660 1352 3166. -2013. 2719 2066. 356. 1182 2572. -1661. 227699 19 3758. -1971. 661 1367 3516. -1700. 22620 3930. -887. 1352 2939. -1123. 665 225 15103. 7007.500 20 2681. -695. 662 1382 6107. -2273. 22621 2685. -262. 1367 3368. -771. 626501 21 3366. -2660. 851 1156 1193. -989. 62522 3669. -1282. 1239 2150. -1502. 666 226 16366. 6255.502 22 2985. -1868. 852 1169 2726. -1651. 22723 3163. -1675. 1156 990. -98. 627503 23 3126. -3188. 853 1186 3852. -1618. 62626 2805. -1773. 1169 2515. -572.

506 26 6526. -6691. 856 1356 6625. -1575. Sido P1•t•25 6186. -6216. 1186 3666. -756. 673 25 8772. 1711.505 25 2688. -2270. 855 1369 5195. -1680. 2626 5635. -3179. 1356 6373. -638. 3026506 26 6088. -1790. 856 1386 5380. -1551. 302527 1250. 158. 1369 5050. -1066. 676 26 6666. 673.507 27 1668. -328. 863 1156 1503. -966. 2728 750. 198. 1261 2156. -1117. 3027508 28 1323. -989. 866 1171 2959. -1235. 3026235 1111. -605. 1156 1329. -68.
537 150 -6. -260. 865 1186 6110. -1679. Heb235 260. -1100. 1171 2736. -289. 683 26 10682. 6131.538 165 103. -1162. 866 1356 6926. -1583. 3026150 20. -1126. 1186 3836. -668. 3226539 180 -163. -1867. 867 1371 5607. -1555. 226165 -625. -1138. 1356 6708. -762. 686 3226 3768. 2973.560 350 -268. -1660. 868 1386 5530. -1379. 3626180 771. -2613. 1371 5286. -1083. 626819 365 697. -3616. 875 1158 1237. -667. 226350 1632. -3780. 1263 1863. -975.
820 629 16936. -11539. 876 1173 2637. -1128. lotto: P1•t•365 6365. -8606. 1158 1118. 71. 695 3026 6502. 2118.

877 1188 3666. -1326. 3226
1173 2360. -73. 3225CROSSTIES 878 1358 6378. -1386. 3025
1188 3381. -321. 696 3027 7130. 2230.EL.8 NODE MAX. MIN. 879 1373 6783. -1326. 3227·····•'*•‘*''''''°''''''''°''‘'' 1358 6169. -665. 3226

880 1388 6880. -1163. 3026727 2015 3¤¤3. -3651- 1373 6671. -927. 697 3226 10888. 6166.2215 8826. -6672. 887 1160 777. -396. 3626728 2215 8190. -3656. 1265 1529. -786. 36252615 2606. 1930. 888 1175 1705. -725. 3225731 2019 5209- *3372- 1160 776. 181. 698 3227 13133. 6976. 12219 7696. -5857. 889 11°7 2381. -858. 3627732 2219 7388. -6330. 1175 1663. 180. 36262619 6397. -1339. - 000 1360 2835. —•62. ·‘ZZ‘
735 2023 2223. -1788. 1190 2106. 35.2223 3356. -2921. 891 1375 3079. -769.736 2223 3765. -6603. 1360 2635. -216.2623 7569. -10388. 892 1390 3123. -617.

· 1375 2976. -631.
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Table I2. Car Body Lili Load Member Stresses
SIDESTAXES CEMTEISILL TOP CMORD

EL.0 MODE MAX. M1M. EL.! MODE MAX. MIM. El.! MODE MAX. MIM.

389 1015 6510. -6362. 660 1615 6672. 1088. 575 2135 -3576. -5059.
1065 1500. -2639. 1616 5922. 1639. 2136 -3652. -5196.

390 1065 1163. 655. 661 1616 5906. 1692. 576 2136 -3669. -5289.
1075 30C8. -1107. 1617 6766. 2852. 2137 -3286. -5699.

391 1075 2820. -836. 662 1617 6761. 2857. 577 2137 -3268. -5509.
1105 1557. 301. 1618 5856. 1762. 2138 -3976. •6966.

392 1105 786. -763. 663 1618 5861. 1725. 578 2138 -3601. -6980.
1135 3517. -3935. 1619 6366. 1220. 2139 -3877. -6683.

393 1017 3536. -3997. 666 1619 6605. 1086. 579 2139 -3368. -6957.
1067 1882. -1600. 1620 5977. 1512. 2160 -3613. -6963.

396 1067 1587. 262. 665 1620 6066. 1281. 580 2160 -3126. -6826.
1077 2013. -89. 1621 5007. 2318. 2161 -3131. -6963.

395 1077 2176. -1223. 666 1621 5068. 2089. 581 2161 -1839. -5376.
1107 2256. -1957. 1622 6670. 667. 2162 -2676. -6560.

396 1107 3825. -6073. 667 1622 6522. 687. 582 2162 -2116. -6677.
1137 1997. -1267. 1623 7568. -539. 2163 -2216. -6076.

397 1019 6668. -6503. 668 1623 7635. -839. 583 2163 -1887. -3676.
1069 1616. -2656. 1626 7989. -1193. 2166 -2527. -3266.

398 1069 1268. 531. 669 1626 8118. -1638. 586 2166 -1536. -2917.
1079 2953. -1153. 1625 8073. -1593. 2165 -2132. -2722.

399 1079 2758. -863. 650 1625 3681. -892. 585 2165 -376. -2896.
1109 1591. 230. 1626 6691. -1702. 2166 -1530. -2790.

600 1109 731. -763. 651 1626 6687. -1371. 586 2166 -638. -2163.
1139 3681. -3960. 1627 5233. -2118. 2167 -975. -2539.

601 1021 6397. -6050. 652 1627 10881. -7160. 587 2167 916. -1850.
1051 2011. -1987. 1628 12062. -8321. 2168 -26. -2692.

602 1051 1689. -665. 653 1628 12563. -10081. 588 2168 3221. -2538.
1081 1806. -572. 1629 13208. -10766. 2169 5201. -9636.

603 1081 1866. -1682. 656 1629 16129. -16129. 617 1169 3302. -5826.
1111 2661. -2625. 6629 1556. -1556. 1162 901. -836.

606 1111 6780. -5226. 618 1162 1263. -902.
1161 3760. -2935. 1177 1536. 21.

605 1023 6970. -6081. 619 1177 1105. 789.1053 1392. -2679. ‘"SI°E '“‘°‘“°
1192 2096. 283.

606 1053 1327. 230. 620 1192 1621. 1015.ww =¤··~— -¤=S=~ --€E;f--ÜE’F€....TÖT;.....C‘K[‘;--- 1162 ws. sw-
607 1083 2660. -1011. 863 1362 2135. 1106.

1113 1605. 120. 1377 2660. 837.‘ 608 ms 816- —1¤6s. ”° 866 1377 2697. 1106.
1163 3669. -3586. ° 1 1392 2679. 1011.780 6067 2067. -323.807 1025 3616. -1835. ‘o77 13‘1· 366.loss 17921 _l6¤2°

781 6077 1361. 366.808 1055 1583. -1008. ‘1°7 1071 sßo‘°” "7‘· '72‘· 782 6107 1071106018091085 1667. -1672. _
1115 EL.8 MODE MAX. M1M.

810 1115 628.
191.1165969. -687. _

609 1027 6321. -0000.
7“

711 2017 1569- -*0*‘°" "”· '"5°· 785 6081 1519. 562. un uu' °z‘°5z'
610 1057 1526. -796. 712 2217 3172. -290.‘°" ""·

"”· 786 6111 1666.600.6111087 1001. 165. 111 2366 _257 715 2021 1828. -661.
1117 1026. -381. 7“7 125 2““7' _1‘23' 2221 3762. -2575.

612 1117 979. -912. ‘¤55 1·15' _98" 716 2221 3626. -621.
768 6066 18131-00616085

1165. -337.
769 6085 1165. -337.

6115 703. 129.
750 6115 703. 129.

85 1001. -167.
751 627 2153. -1701.

6057 1320. -866.
752 6057 1320. -866.

6087 675. -19.
753 6087 675. -19.

6117 926. -667.
756 6117 926. -667.

87 1716. -1252.
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Table 13. Car Body Lift Load Member Strcsscs (cont.)

SIDESILL EMD IRACES IDLSTER IEAM

EL.8 MODE MAX. MIM. EL.! MODE MAX. MIM. EL.8 MODE MAX. MIM.

695 15 1509. 832. 657 1152 918. -1269. 769 P1•t•
16 1376. 1108. 1237 1297. -1666. 663 25 5867. 2071.

696 16 2153. 160. 658 1167 1651. -1839. 26
17 2367. -617. 1152 937. -1355. 226

697 17 2652. -532. 659 1182 1972. -2570. 225
18 2223. 63. 1167 1526. -2105. 666 26 6661. 1183.

698 18 1373. 1065. 660 1352 2171. -2656. 27
19 1677. 836. 1182 2090. -2856. 227

699 19 1920. -335. 661 1367 2726. -2895. 226
20 2056. 330. 1352 1988. -1696. 665 225 5322. 1912.

500 20 976. 710. 662 1382 7366. -6211. 226
21 1180. 621. 1367 6590. -1271. 626

501 21 3619. -2563. 851 1156 966. -1069. 625
22 3266. -1729. 1239 3306. -2053. 666 226 7367. 3380.

502 22 2019. -600. 852 1169 1950. -1226. 227
23 1735. -876. 1156 969. -836. 627

503 23 2979. -2577. 853 1186 2719. -1308. 626
26 3132. -1961. 1169 1911. -881.

506 26 2755. -1298. 856 1356 3603. -1561. Sid• P1•\•
25 2553. -2371. 1186 2566. -576. 673 25 3671. 662.505 25 667. -1818. 855 1369 3957. -1763. 29
26 121. -107. 1356 3033. -116. $92*

506 26 1337. -1112. 856 1386 6153. -1386. $1125
27 2207. -1186. 1369 3709. -692. *7* 2* 2189- *27-

507 27 6317. -1831. 863 1156 1106. -785. 27
28 6022. -1815. 1261 3665. -2369. 5927

508 28 1553. -1130. 866 1171 2116. -000. 802*
235 2966. -922. 1156 1136. -531.

537 150 -120. -355. 863 1186 2930. -1166. H•b
235 312. -1563. 1171 1890. -87. 683 26 6966. 699.

338 165 -280. -977. 866 1356 3515. -1159. 3026
150 163. -1310. 1186 2563. 181. 3226

539 180 -82. -1860. 867 1371 3865. -1036. 226
165 -512. -1223. 1356 3185. 15. 686 3226 2008. 256.

560 350 -90. -6085. 868 1386 3926. -735. 3626
180 -915. -2533. 1371 3669. -316. 626

819 365 561. -7362. 875 1158 869. -396. 226
350 -537. -5855. 1263 3392. -2015.

820 629 27308. -22186, 876 1173 1893. -907. lotton P1•t•
365 899. -18520. 1158 1275. -296. 695 3026 2661. 757.

877 1188 2590. -965. 3226
1173 1570. 229. 3225

878 1338 3062. -886. 3025C*¤$$112* 1188 2158. 615. 696 3027 1966. 667.
879 1373 3311. -692. 3227E1-' ”°°2 ”^‘· ”1“· 1358 2732. 180. 3226

°'''°'''°'°°”°°°”°°°°°·°°°-°°--_ 880 1388 3331. -616. 3026
1373 3129. -103. 697 3226 3397. 2238.727 2°15 ‘1°’· ‘22'1· 887 1160 597. -327. 36262215 “"‘· °151‘· 1265 2796. -1565. 3625728 2215 ‘°°°·

“1‘°‘· 888 1175 1292. -616. 32252*15 12*11- ”’· 1160 1377. -135. 606 3227 3209. 875.711 2111*7 *2*2 ‘2”2· 600 1190 1767. -636. 36272219 "1‘· "’2°· 1175 1002. 368. 3626712 221° ‘2°5· '1"‘· 890 1360 2069. -567. 32262*19 17"· "2· 1190 1323. 657.735 2023 3380.-2375.2223
6359.-3356.736

2223 3865. -1330. _ll‘_
2623 1630. 906. 1575 2°5¤_ l5l_
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Table I4. Downward End Load Member Strcsscs
SIDESTARES CEMTEMSILL TOP CMORD

EL.! MODE MAX. MIM. EL.! MODE MAX. M1M. EL.! MODE MAX. M1M.

309‘ 1015 6569. -6647. 660 1415 5623. -032. 575 2135 -1766. -2966.
1045 1311. -2344. 1416 5139. -340. 2136 -1726. -2954.

390 1045 1055. 542. 641 1416 5253. -741. 576 2136 -1697. -2059.
1075 3060. -1231. 1417 4159. 353. 2137 -1403. -2954.

391 1075 2868. -1007. 642 1417 4320. -177. 577 2137 660. -5043.
1105 1120. 596. 1410 4750. -607. 2130 913. -4670.

392 1105 1004. -1200. 643 1410 4956. -1319. 570 2130 923. -4562.
1135 3125. -3510. 1419 4776. -1139. 2139 1272. -4201.

393 1017 3589. -3032. 664 1419 5094. -2249. 579 2139 179. -2914.
1047 1914. -1912. 1420 3623. -777. 2140 305. -2722.

394 1047 1698. -595. 645 1420 6098. -2423. 500 2140 353. -2199.
1077 1591. -502. 1421 2016. -342. 2141 639. -1959.

395 1077 1854. -2066. 646 1421 2593. -2379. 501 2141 200. -1060.
1107 2677. -3162. 1422 2330. -2116. 2142 233. -1056.

396 1107 5060. -5055. 667 1622 -12. -1460. 502 2142 706. -1130.
1137 5277. -4429. 1623 5097. -6549. 2143 974. -1220.

397 1019 4951. -6162. 648 1423 2471. -5794. 503 2143 2139. -1592.
1049 2027. -2939. 1424 9100. -12511. 2166 2066. -1699.

390 1049 1395. 67. 669 1424 6620. -11712. 586 2144 2741. -1012.
1079 3520. -1704. 1625 13566. -10030. 2145 2074. -1744.

399 1079 3395. -1663. 650 1625 1123. -5510. 505 2145 3327. -1709.
11:9 1630. 195. 1426 8589. -12986. 2146 3164. -1990.

600 1109 1661. -1949. 651 1626 0619. -12995. 506 2146 3731. -2354.
1139 3993. -3961. 1627 1772. -6349. 2147 3034. -2365.

401 1021 3700. -4020. 652 1427 15342. -20793. 507 2147 6120. -6605.
1051 2654. -3259. 1420 9266. -14717. 2140 5570. -5074.

402 1051 2107. -796. 653 1420 13323. -15094. 500 2140 5626. -4901.
1001 2730. -1286. . 1429 7756. -10326. 2149 4061. -5510.

403 1001 2667. -1654. 654 1429 11455. -11455. 617 1149 694. 231.
1111 2155. -1209. 4429 5204. -5204. 1162 520. 277.

606 1111 3071. -3143. 610 1162 575. 50.
1141 3992. -4185. 1177 401. 115.

405 1023 3245. -2044. 1NS1DE DRACIMO 619 1177 324. -53.
1053 3204. -2542. 1192 244. -07.

406 1053 2845. -725. EL.! MODE MAX. MIM. 620 1192 07. -129.
1003 3523. -1227. --·---·----·-—··-·--············ 1362 95. -227.

607 1003 3626. -2030. 043 1362 -57. -169.
1113 1323. 234. 779 417 2435. -234. 1377 -23. -299.

400 1113 981. -1798. 4047 1889. 316. 044 1377 -100. -234.
1143 2997. -4250. 700 6047 1009. 316. 1392 -70. -301.

007 1025 1745. -3669. 4077 1320. 001.
1055 1939. -4406. 701 4077 1320. 001.

000 1055 1335. -2351. 4107 1661. 751.
1085 170. -851. 782 4107 1661. 751. c*°$$'E^*‘*$

000 1085 6953. -4477. 197 2957- 155-
1115 962· 5l1· 7;; gg; g9g7_ •;q9}_ EL.! MODE MAX. HIM.

010 1116 1606. -3157. 9951 1°95· -19*9- '°‘‘‘‘'7°7'°''77'°7'“°7'7°'°7''°
xlqg qg;;_ -;;;g_ 786 6051 1668. -2999.

409 1027 1613. -3123. 9951 125- *959- 711 2°‘7 ‘°"·
""·1;57 };g;_ •;6;;_ 785 6081 128. -656. 2217 2199- '1555·

410 1057 1691. -2662. 9111 255- '1‘•92· "2 2217 1°“· 'z‘s·
l„„; 6;1_ -;2q6_ 706 4111 000. -1662. 2917 2151- -979-

411 1007 5071. -5592. 111 2555- *2299- 7" 2°2‘ "‘· "7°·
nn „,_ „2_ 747 625 5048. -5611. 2221 1975- -1959-

412 1117 1000. -2652. 9955 2995- '5225· 7*9 2221 '“l· "”°‘
1167 3991. -5720. 748 4055 2665. -3225. 2921 5959- -9999-

4085 294. -052.
769 4005 294. -052.

6115 1508. -2066.
750 4115 1500. -2064.

05 3056. -4409.
751 427 6648. -4676.

6057 2569. -2795.
752 4057 2569. -2795.

4007 703. -926.
753 4087 703. -926.

4117 1449. -1669.E 754 4117 1449. -1669.07 3001. -3219. 7
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Table 15. Downward End Load Member Stresses (cont.)

SIDESILL EMD IRACES IOLSTER IEA!

El.! MODE HA!. !1M. EL.! MODE !AX. !1M. EL.! MODE !AX. !1M.

695 15 1196. -622. 657 1152 890. -692. To! P1•{•
16 1633. 127. 1237 1137. -368. 663 25 6668. 2115.

696 16 656. 691. 658 1167 1515. -635. 26
17 739. 258. 1152 796. -37. 226

697 17 1976. -1266. 659 1182 1973. -578. 225
18 1919. -801. 1167 1331. 23. 666 26 7570. 2116.

698 18 1353. -217. 660 1352 2391. -586. 27
19 1138. -605. 1182 1825. -36. 227

699 19 1726. -1332. 661 1367 2919. -1210. 226
20 1901. -738. 1352 2293. -281. 665 225 9207. 5557.

500 20 1908. -1019. 662 1382 3651. -2388. 226
21 2031. -1028. 1367 3062. -1669. 626

501 21 739. -370. 851 1156 697. -395. 625
22 986. 165. 1239 1565. -1039. 666 226 9617. 5887.

502 22 1335. -1088. 852 1169 1765. -793. 227
23 1693. -772. 1156 608. 109. 627

503 23 665. -1009. 853 1186 2552. -1003. 626
26 613. -220. 1169 1605. -163.

506 26 2098. -3012. 856 1356 3155. -1278. Sid• P1•Q•
25 1962. -2003. 1186 2606. -687. 813 Z5 8359, 2598.

505 25 1832. -806. 855 1369 3607. -1721. Z6
26 6688. -2665. 1356 3095. -1082. 3026

506 26 3985. -2263. 856 1386 3817. -2052. 3025
27 1750. -1198. 1369 3618. -1768. 676 26 6256. 555.

507 27 879. -1316. 863 1156 968. -565. 27
28 1277. -1969. 1261 1397. -736. 3027

508 28 199. -351. 866 1171 1983. -962. 3026
235 105. -781. 1156 871. -88.

537 150 190. -157. 865 1186 2758. -1223. M•b
235 72. -153. 1171 1827. -368. 683 26 11168. 6817.

538 165 507. -605. 866 1356 3332. -1682. 3026
150 -2. -221. 1186 2627. -763. 3226

539 180 676. -592. 867 1371 3702. -1716. 226
165 -10. -383. 1356 3259. -1232. 686 3226 7868. 2662.

560 350 871. -726. 868 1386 3828. -1800. 3626
180 1133. -662. 1371 3676. -1626. 626

819 365 1312. 55. 875 1158 838. -528. 226
350 2397. -527. 1263 1371. -726.

820 629 8613. -3859. 876 1173 1785. -965. Iotton P1•Q•
365 6655. -536. 1158 793. -181. 695 3026 6768. 2589.

877 1188 2681. -1176. 3226
1173 1651. -628. 3225

878 1358 2979. -1367. 3025
*****7*2* 1188 2360. -693. 696 3027 6907. 1666.

879 1373 3277. -1666. 3227
**·' “°°E ”“· ”*"‘ 1358 2880. -1020. 3226

880 1388 3363. -1635. 3026
1373 3229. -1289. 697 3226 10770. 6695.727 2°** ***°· °2°°2‘ 887 1160 687. -291. 362622*2 ****· '****’· 1265 998. -561. 362572* 22** *2"*· °*‘*°‘ 888 1175 1089. -555. 32252**2 *2*‘7· "°*· 1160 686. -169. 698 3227 11726. 5768.7** 2**7 222°· '2°°°· 660 1190 1537. -710. 362722*7 2**7- '2*7‘· 1175 1016. -307. 36267*2 22*7 2**2· '2**‘· 890 1360 1852. -600. 32262619 2920. -2261. 1190 1‘73' _"6_

7*2 2°2* *77* '7”‘ 891 1375 2036. -868.222* *“·
'°"7‘ 1360 1782. -579.7** 222* ‘*7· "°27" 892 1390 2082. -821.2623 5305. -9126. 137, 1,95: _723·
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Table I6. Jacking Load Member Stresses
SIDESTAKES CEMTERSXLL TOP CMORD

EL.! MODE MAX. MIM. EL.! MODE MAX. M1M. EL.! MODE MAX. MIM.

389 1015 6665. -6908. 660 1615 8006. 802. 575 2135 -6761. -5921.
1065 620. -1812. 1616 7181. 1627. 2136 -6668. -6065.

390 1065 1268. 13. 661 1616 7266. 1608. 576 2136 -6595. -6065.
1075 2517. -669. 1617 5663. 3209. 2137 -6359. -6276.

391 1075 2120. -333. 662 1617 5560. 2797. 577 2157 -3382. -6506.
1105 1535. -110. 1618 6801. 1556. 2138 -6298. -5727.

592 1105 180. -238. 663 1618 6966. 986. 578 2138 -3310. -5691.1135 3666. -6225. 1619 7231. 722. 2139 -3830. -5266.
393 1017 6665. -6352. 666 1619 7656. -65. 579 2139 -3225. -6757.

1067 1893. -1260. 1620 6012. 1378. 2160 -3503. -6663.
396 1067 1672. 252. 665 1620 6296. 395. 580 2160 -2598. -6350.

1077 2298. -281. 1621 3876. 2813. 2161 -2835. -6253.
395 1077 2661. -1368. 666 1621 6160. 1756. 581 2161 -666. -6867.

1107 2667. -1766. 1622 6175. 1719. 2162 -1661. -5929.
396 1107 6663. -5630. 667 1622 6656. 765. 582 2162 -152. -3561.

1137 1292. -1607. 1623 3856. 1567. 2163 -262. -3979.
397 1019 5663. -7355. 668 1623 6156. 308. 583 2163 95. -1988.1069 975. -2606. 1626 2508. 2153. 2166 -375. -2336.
398 1069 2060. -261. 669 1626 2682. 1189. 586 2166 677. -1000.

1079 2681. -1651. 1625 3867. -177. 2165 668. -2060.599 1079 2660. -1085. 650 1625 1512. -1123. 585 2165 566. -578.
1109 2210. -515. 1626 1875. -1686. 2166 911. -789.

6JO 1109 535. -1010. 651 1626 1276. -1159. 586 2166 771. -111.
1139 6253. -6676. 1627 1687. -1570. 2167 1115. -669.

601 1021 5683. -6306. 652 1627 956. -129. 587 2167 1632. -800.
1051 2167. -1987. 1628 613. 216. 2168 1755. -607.

602 1051 1931. -710. 653 1628 611. -106. 588 2168 2136. -376.
1081 2129. -822. 1629 325. -16. 2169 5266. -6878.

603 1081 2227. -1876. 656 1629 11. -11. 617 1169 206. -699.
1111 3009. -2352. 6629 0. 0. 1162 6. -206.

606 1111 6975. -5688. 618 1162 -37. -266.
1161 3030. -5292. 1177 -101. -269.605 1025 6002. -6783. !NSI¤E BRACING 61Q 1177 -15, -503,1053 939. -2270. 1192 -135. -281.600 1053 1985. -305. El--• **0116 11*11- 1111*- 620 1192 -161. -509.
100} 2}§6, -16}6, ····-'''''°'''''°°'‘''''°''''°°° 1}62 -190, -295,

607 1083 2281. -1655. 865 1362 -220. -307.1113 1955. -612. 779 917 9999- -2575- 1377 -238. -299.000 1113 670. -1716- 9097 5119- -1295- 064 1577 -255. -296.llßj 4347, -4330, 780 6067 3119. -1263. 13,2 -273. -z,2_807 1025 3187. -6985. 9077 1770- 112-
1055 290. -6600. 781 6077 1770. 112.
1055 -617. -6075. 6107 1691. 396.'°‘ ,„, -,2,, -,,,2 782 ..01 1-..1. 19.. ¤·1¤1=1=^·1=¤=

085 1618. -6700. 107 2896. -1003.ns 621 ,_3„_ _23„_ s1..• none mx. 10110.010 1115 757, -1677, 9051 506*1- '1°:‘·
u--_-_"—“““_“-“””””“

1165 1212. -2125. 786 6051 3069. - 0 6.
200 1027 1158.-6950.]°57

-439, -5103, 785 6081 1760. 299. • •610 1057 -961. -5109. 6111 1659. 385. 712:3:-1007-1417, -3434, 786 6111 1659. 385. 71, Zuzl z2,s' _‘7°'611 1087 992. -6017. 111 3066. -996. 2221 SIZ" •3sx2' J1111 ·~11— -2112- 7*7 ‘2’ 7"77· °""‘· 716 2221 6927: -1082: 1612 1117 650. -1259. ‘°” 21711- '11‘1· 2121 nu ,33,3 11167 ,,1_ ,1*03. 768 6055 2170. -1131. ' '
6085 1363. -300.769 6085 1365. -500. 16115 583. 666. 1

750 6115 583. 666. 185 1621. -370.
751 627 2616. -1716.6057 1757. -853. 1752 6057 1757. -853.6087 877. 50.
753 6087 877. 30.

6117 956. -22.756 6117 936. -22. ’
87 1857. -962.
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Tablc l7. Jacking Load Mcmbcr Strcsscs (cont.)

SIDESILL END IRACES IOLSTER BEAR

EL.0 MODE MAX. HIM. EL.0 MODE MAX. HIM. E1.! MODE MAX. MIN.

695 15 2338. 351. 657 1152 676. -562. To! P1•t•
16 2636. 1007. 1237 992. -893. 663 25 10379. 1768.

696 16 2562. 262. 658 1167 1059. -871. 26
17 2878. -277. 1152 652. -665. 226

697 17 6263. -1926. 659 1182 1356. -1005. 225
18 3858. -1176. 1167 866. -330. 666 26 11069. 2867.

698 18 2062. 860. 660 1352 1663. -1057. 27
19 1670. 692. 1182 1211. -577. 227

699 19 3187. -1663. 661 1367 1901. -1105. 226
20 3292. -658. 1352 1351. -758. 665 225 9667. 3668.

500 20 1032. 510. 662 1382 2068. -1201. 226
21 967. 765. 1367 1881. -1020. 626

501 21 6590. -6131. 851 1156 703. -503. 625
22 6365. -3117. 1239 1096. -865. 666 226 11615. 5103.

502 22 2227. -1518. 852 1169 1738. -923. 227
23 2126. -1679. g}54 g;g_ 59_ 627

5¤S 23 51¤2- -*236- ass 1186 zsvo. -112;. 6262¢ 2966- -2958- 1169 1555. -26a.
506 26 1626. -5106. 554 ;554 5gg5_ -}z;z_ 5id• P1•t•

25 2523. -2868. gggq 35q7_ •gg3_ 673 25 16703. 5527.J¤5 25 2¤°¤— ·25‘?~ ass 1369 ssos. -1261. 26
26 6082. -2623. }55g z9}g_ -g7g_ 3026

506 26 5366. -2258. 356 gggq 5596_ -}3}4_ 3025
' 27 1657. -1076. };69 336g_ •}g;5_ 676 26 16228. 7698.

507 27 1705. -1856. ggg gggg 9gg_ •6)7_ 27
za 676. -1968. lggl ;9g_ -539_ 3027

S¤a 28 59%- ·7“6· 866 xxvx xooo. ~¤¤s. 3026235 225- ·57°~ 1156 828. 66.
537 150 12*- *63- 865 1186 27:6. -x1¤s. u•b

235 117. -99. 1171 ;g}9_ -z91_ 683 26 7525. 6683.
ssa 165 ¤~ -370- 866 1356 3261. -1196. 3026

150 58. -229. yxgg z51g_ -539_ 3226
539 18¤ ·¤!~ -621- 867 xsu 5567. -1220. 226

165 227. -618. 1356 3177. -875. 686 3226 6886. 932.
s«¤ 350 -2- -*97- ass 1386 5661. -1119. 3626

180 -166. -600. 1371 3527. -1063. 626
819 365 ·<“· -852- ars xxss svz. -51o. 226

350 -606. -620. 1263 926. -535.
820 629 1121. -2586. 876 1173 1780. -856. lottan P1•\•

365 673. -1968. 1158 761. 16. 695 3026 6096. 1773.
877 1188 2665. -980. 3226

1173 1622. -259. 3225
878 1358 2913. -1065. 3025

CROSSTIES 1188 2325. -526. 696 3027 6179. 783.
879 1373 3187. -1056. 3227

EL.! MODE MAX. MIN. 1358 2833. -762. 3226
·-----------------------------·· 880 1388 3265. -1010. 3026

727 2015 sazz. -2s¤<. um 5167. -906. 697 3226 7270- *610-
2215 7791. -5673. 887 1160 506. -327. 3626

728 2215 7266. -3197. 1265 571. -366. 3625
2615 2362. 1727. 888 1175 1060. -685. 3225

731 2019 6555. -2501. 1160 611. 51. 698 3227 6379. 2811.
2219 7716. -5660. 889 1190 1505. -667. 3627

732 2219 7223. -3688. 1175 996. -215. 3626
2619 2362. 1393. 890 1360 1810. -726. 3226

735 2023 6006. -2618. 1190 1638. -392.
2223 6381. -6793. 891 1375 1986. -766.

736 2223 5706. -3512. 1360 1766. -569.
2623 2363. -170. 892 1390 2036. -721.

1375 1963. -656.
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Table I8. Draft Load Member Stresses
SIDESTAKES CEMTERSILL TOP CHORD

EL.! MODE HAX. HIM. EL.! MODE HAX. HIM. EL.! MODE HAX. HIM.

389 1015 6265. -11388. 660 1615 27275. 12733. 575 2135 -6991. -8665.
1065 560. -3703. 1616 26272. 13736. 2136 -6669. -8950.

390 1065 1651. -511. 661 1616 26371. 13392. 576 2136 -6866. -8796.
1075 3662. -1858. 1617 26167. 15616. 2137 -5995. -9396.

391 1075 3012. -729. 662 1617 26315. 15075. 577 2137 -6677. -10062.
1105 1636. 190. 1618 25909. 13681. 2138 -5836. -8956.

392 1105 679. -631. 663 1618 26136. 12701. 578 2138 -6870. -8836.
1135 6655. -5603. 1619 26507. 12328. 2139 -5337. -8101.

393 1017 6026. -7597. 666 1619 26859. 11103. 579 2139 -6709. -6962.
1067 2126. -2967. 1620 26933. 13030. 2160 -5899. -6661.

396 1067 1630. -163. 665 1620 25662. 11196. 580 2160 -3720. -6299.
1077 2865. -1156. 1621 22316. 16363. 2161 -6701. -6066.

395 1077 2968. -2231. 666 1621 22967. 12088. 581 2161 -2673. -6895.
1107 3399. -3010. 1622 18690. 16365. 2162 -2598. -6700.

396 1107 7075. -7903. 667 1622 19639. 13750. 582 2162 -1509. -6692.
1137 3609. -3110. 1623 18806. 16383. 2163 -1238. -6178.

397 1019 7606. -11173. 668 1623 15868. 15230. 583 2163 777. -6816.
1069 1686. -6725. 1626 23660. 7638. 2166 769. -6752.

398 1069 2266. -321. 669 1626 20206. 8578. 586 2166 2023. -6670.
1079 6179. -2770. 1625 28609. 173. 2165 2238. -6265.

399 1079 3757. -1806. 650 1625 6680. 5083. 585 2165 3012. -5792.
1109 2590. -15. 1626 15082. -3319. 2166 3016. -5802.

600 1109 1053. -1562. 651 1626 16668. -6313. 586 2166 6069. -5917.
1139 5970. -6168. 1627 6785. 5570. 2167 6669. -5656.

601 1021 6685. -7676. 652 1627 32666. 1882. 587 2167 8579. -8536.
1051 3107. -6737. 1628 18128. 16199. 2168 8385. -8911.

602 1051 2303. -928. 653 1628 26603. 13735. 588 2168 12620. -11158.
1081 6005. -2265. 1629_ 27200. 13238. 2169 16738. -16886.

603 1081 3767. -2156. 656 1629 25055. 19965. 617 1169 5972. -5369.
1111 3218. -1600. 6629 25069. 19931. 1162 1523. -328.

606 1111 1260. -980. 618 1162 1271. 216.
1161 6596. -6923. 1177 1917. 369.

1053 3059. -6027. 1192 2010. 563.
606 1053 2621. -686. EL_0 N00E „6x_ „IN_ 620 1192 1802. 968.

1083 6372. -2136, ________________________________ 1362 2075, 763,
607 1083 6296. -2375. 863 1362 1951. 1021.

**** 2*7*- '*°· 779 617 $006. -3029. 1577 215*- *97-
608 1113 1051. -1875. 6067 6}0$_ _}s}0_ 866 1377 2073. 1030.1163 5160. -6073. 700 6067 _}}}0_ 1392 2161. 986.807 1025 6663. -3970. 0077 2001. 000-***55 2‘7"· ’5°5*· 781 6077 2651. 660.808 1055 2355. -2961. 0707 2221. 077-

***55
‘7"·

'*2**· 782 6107 2221. 677. ¢*°$$¤€^*!85 1809 1085 7696. -6676. 107 0000. _lx20.
***5 *7*5- '°5°· us 621 2197. -2036. 21--* '1¤¤€ MX- HIM- 1

810 1115 1565,-2926.**‘°55*2'°· '7*”· 786 6051 1701. -1533.600 1027 1960. -3275- goo} }}7s_ -}oo°_ 711 2017 2156. *720.***57 2*75- "‘°‘7- 785 6081 1175. -1000. 2217 ***5- -5*17-610 1057 1565. -1755. 6}}} }2}6_ -1032- 712 2217 6235. -1517.
Ä****7 "*·

°*“·
786 6111 1216. -1032. 2*17 9275- -6555-611 1087 6277. -3860. lll 2002. _l002. 7}; 202} 0;5_ ,}00}_

***7 *"*°·
5°‘· 767 625 6266. -6666. 2221 5111*- -5262- 7

(12 1117 1559. -2957 • go,} 222,. .,2621-6_ 716 2221 261I. -2636.**°7 5275 °‘“5‘ 768 60ss 2229. -2626. 2*21 1**7-*12*5-6085219. -609.
769 6085 219. -609.

6115 1676. -2059.750 6115 1676. -2059.
85 3696. -3877.751 627 6369. -6572.6057 2136. -2355.

752 6057 2136. -2355. Ä6087 663. -676.
753 6087 663. -676.

6117 2005. -2216.
756 6117 2008. -2216.

87 6167. -6351.
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Table I9. Drafl Load Member Stresses (cont.)

SIDESILL END IRACES DOLSTER 8EAM

EL.! MODE MAX. MIN. EL.! MODE MAX. MIN. EL.! NODE MAX. MIN.

695 15 6836. 3827. 657 1152 1606. -1372. Ton P1•t•
16 7056. 5693. 1237 963. -572. 663 25 11577. 1765.

696 16 7060. 6805. 658 1167 2189. -1778. 26
17 7169. 3290. 1152 1199. -718. 226

697 17 8635. 1388. 659 1182 2886. -2139. 225
18 8569. 3168. 1167 2031. -1253. 666 26 11959. 2366.

698 18 6835. 6930. 660 1352 3369. -1908. 27
19 6300 6585. 1182 2781. -1669. 227

699 19 76-;. 1813. 661 1367 3772. -1506. 226
20 7920. 3609. 1352 3095. -769. 665 225 12556. 6856.

500 20 6512. 3988. 662 1382 6760. -2187. 226
21 5668. 6116. 1367 3565. -153. 626

501 21 6671. 1078. 851 1156 1260. -1050. 625
22 7629. 3217. 1239 2735. -1717. 666 226 16968. 7533.

502 22 6339. 2520. 852 1169 2769. -1630. 227
23 5655. 2762. 1156 1058. -205. 627

503 23 5617. 738. 853 1186 3859. -1515. 626
26 5332. 3112. 1169 2569. -555.

506 26 6176. 189. 856 1356 6636. -1627. Sida P1•t•
25 6602. 1655. 1186 3665. -587. 673 25 6290. 1790.

505 25 1989. -716. 855 1369 5232. -1516. 26
26 5331. -1662. 1356 6363. -257. 3026

506 26 6776. -1290. 856 1386 5628. -1360. 3025
27 1635. 892. 1369 5066. -703. 676 26 6110. 1508.

507 27 1769. 863. 863 1156 1505. -921. 27
28 2067. 696. 1261 2729. -1332. 3027

508 28 1623. -703. 866 1171 2966. -1170. 3026
235 980. -15. 1156 1366. -125.

537 150 -199. -313. 865 1186 6101. -1612. H•b
235 557. -1768. 1171 2726. -215. 553 26 5577_ 5¤0q_

538 165 601. -1508. 866 1356 6919. -1696. 3026
150 693. -1563. 1186 3780. -260. 3226

539 180 610. -2356. 867 1371 5602. -1638. 226
165 6. -1371. 1356 6660. -536. 555 5325 5g5[_ gggg_

560 350 300. -1966. 868 1386 5518. -1218. 3626
180 2518. -3261. 1371 5253. -873. 626

819 365 1806. -3789. 875 1158 1209. -565. 226
350 5385. -5135. 1263 2603. -1182.

820 629 30916. -26869. 876 1173 2660. -1108. lotto: P1•!•
365 13065. -11753. 1158 1165. 37. 595 31135 5g95_ [9[7_

877 1188 3670. -1310. 3226
1173 2362. 9. 3225

878 1358 6386. -1357. 3025CRU$$T1E$ 1188 3337. -166. 696 3027 5736. 1769.
879 1373 6786. -1270. 3227E1-• NGO! M11- 1*1*- 1358 6136. -:00. 3226''''°''°’°‘'''''°'''''''''°'‘''° 880 1388 6870. -1076. 3026

1373 6669. -806. 697 3226 10331. 6625.727 2015 6951- -5*762- 887 1160 760. -:00. 36262215 8*727- -7*758- 1265 2013. -0:6. :02:728 2215 8267- -*765- 888 1175 1719. -710. 32252615 2606- 1098- 1160 1036. 175. 698 3227 9755. 5761.731 2019 6505- -5620- 110 1190 2609. -879. 36272219 7761- -7078- 1175 1629. 265. 3626732 2219 7605- -5569- 890 1360 2861. -871. 32262619 2670.- -616. [ggg 2g15_ ggg_
735 2023 1117. -1871. gg[ 1375 ggg5_ -75z_

2223 3177. -3932. [ggg zggg_ -[gg_
736 2223 3569. -7586. ggg [ggg g[2g_ -ggg_

2623 5661. -9656. ggyg gggg_ -ggg_
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Tablc 20. BulT Load Mcmbcr Strcsses
SXDESTAKES CEMTEISILL YOP CMOID

EL.! MODE MAX. HIM. EL.! no¤E MAX. HIM. EL.! MODE MAX. HIM.

389 1015 7670. -9078. 660 1615 -11917. -21119. 5/5 2135 -2879. -6686.
1065 2396. -1899. 1616 -13011. -20026. 2136 -2936. -6781.

390 1065 2319. 1556. 661 1616 -12868. -20591. 576 2136 -2910. -6739.
1075 5053. -595. 1617 -15166. -18275. 2137 -1862. -5515.

391 1075 6923. -766. 662 1617 -16896. -19177. 577 213‘ 192. -8259.
1105 1979. 1668. 1618 -13859. -20216. 2138 1028. -7556.

392 1105 2250. -1355. 663 1618 -13690. -21693. 578 2138 1330. -7693.
1135 6100. -6273. 1619 -13676. -21309. 2139 1806. -7131.

393 1017 5879. -3616. 666 1619 -13096. -23330. 579 2139 32. -5110.
1067 3768. -1090. 1620 -15792. -20632. 2160 361. -6739.

396 1067 3775. -369. 665 1620 -16965. -23568. 580 2160 560. -6256.
1077 2606. 770. 1621 -18866. -19668. 2161 838. -3880.

395 1077 3125. -2902. 666 1621 -17851. -23321. 581 2161 -219. -2355.
1107 5057. -5522. 1622 -16937. -26235. 2162 198. -2367.

396 1107 10816. -10561. 667 1622 -21096. -23035. 582 2162 263. -1619.
1137 12676. -9386. 1623 -13913. -30218. 2163 1196. -2693.

397 1019 8775. -8630. 668 1623 -18661. -28861. 583 2163 565. -682.
1069 3550. -3253. 1626 -8767. -38755. 2166 625. -712.

398 1069 2999. 922. 669 1626 -13656. -37338. 586 2166 1382. -869.
1079 5812. -1696. 1625 -2963. -68050. 2165 1687. -1566.

399 1079 5700. -2032. 650 1625 -8255. -19903. 585 2165 2696. -1256.
1109 3166. 791. 1626 2222. -30380. 2166 2512. -1603.

600 1109 2793. -2867. 651 1626 606. -29669. 586 2166 3186. -2096.
1139 6333. -5676. 1627 -8170. -20676. 2167 3352. -2089.

601 1021 6797. -6125. 652 1627 -16735. -69660. 587 2167 5961. -6535.
1051 6905. -3633. 1628 -18783. -65592. 2168 5293. -5326.

602 1051 6362. -1123. 653 1628 -21965. -66695. 588 2168 6656. -6609.
1081 6093. -926. 1629 -25038. -61603. 2169 7321. -7560.

603 1081 6251. -2627. 656 1629 -31623. -39805. 617 1169 992. -500.
1111 6661. -2968. 6629 -31637. -39792. 1162 612. 81.

606 1111 2291. -1236. 618 1162 616. 96.
1161 3097. -1693. 1177 668. 357.60: 1023 6759. -6200. *"S*°* **‘**"° 619 1177 659. 366.
1053 5366. -3601. 1192 583. 281.606 1053 6732. -812. **·° "***

”"· ”*“· 620 1192 565. 361.
1083 5737. -1766. ·-•—___—--_7---•-•-·-----··--_—- 1362 660. 263.

607 1083 5821. -2916. 863 1362 666. 326.1113 2672. 6::. 77* ‘*7
‘7**· °27*· 1377 705. 266.606 1113 1867. -2896. 7au :::7 ::::· ::2- 866 1377 697. :00.1163 5386. -6683. ‘°77 2‘5z' z0‘°‘ 1392 718. 280.807 1025 6019. -5565. ' 'loss xsaße _755l· 781 6077 2652. 2080.

808 1055 1891. -3072. ‘**7 ***2- *2**-
was 1239. _U”· 782 6107 3302. 1238. @3559333533

809 1085 9159. -5677. **7 ‘***· '*·
1115 1393. 00:. 7** ‘2*

‘***· **7*7- s1.• nous nnx. 613.810 1115 2251. -6182. ‘***
2**7- '*°**·786 6051 2517. -1985.

600 1027 1268. -2031. ‘*** 7**- '2**· 7** 2°*7 **°°· *5**-
1057 2287. 4156. 785 6081 790. -251. 3317 6337, -1318,

6I° 1057 2261. _25". 6111 1525. -980. 712 2217 6193. 1030.
1087 172. _s72• 786 6111 1525. -980. 3617 5353, 137,*11 1087 mz. -1011. *** *2**- ·2*•2- 7¤ =¤=¤ we- ·=~¤-U17 12,,7. wu. 767 625 6659. -7092. 3331 1633, -339,

72 HU u‘,_ _:;>s_ 6055 3520. -6168. 716 2221 1259. -701.
uu 5"L _"°7_ 768 6055 3520. -6168. 261] 5933, -5333,

6085 606. -1229.
769 6085 606. -1229.

6115 2008. -2626.
750 6115 2008. -2626.

85 6891. -5505.
751 627 5263. -5668.

6057 3052. -3652.
752 6057 3052. -3652.

6087 866. -1261.
753 6087 866. -1261.

6117 2179. -2570.
756 6117 2179. -2570.

87 6733. -5119.
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Tablc ZI. Buff Load Mcmbcr Strcsscs (cont.)

SIDESILL EN0 IRACES ggggrgg gggn

EL.! NODE MAX. MIN. EL.! NODE MAX. MIN. 5L_8 pgp; n8x_ n[g_

695 657 IÜÄÖ. -1001. Tgp P}•Qg

16 -6131. -6176. 1237 856. -783. 553 35 15855_ §21ß_696 16 -6679. -6520. 658 1167 1802. -1596. 25
17 -3893. -5712. 1152 1030. -777. 335

697 17 -1938. -7955. 659 1182 2372. -2028. 335
18 -2736. -8615. 1167 1596. -1034. 556 35 [8[5g_ 559g_

698 18 -6226. -6397. 660 1352 2819. -2180. 21
19 -3536. -6362. 1182 2260. -1667. 227

699 19 -2366. -7978. 661 1367 3106. -2008. 226
20 -2603. -8023. 1352 2691. -1717. 635 223 19922. 10320.

500 20 -3399. -7609. 662 1382 3671. -2610. 226
21 -2019. -7157. 1367 3086. -1753. 626

501 21 -1885. -8025. 851 1156 1117. -892. 625
22 -2299. -8622. 1239 1221. -1160. 666 226 13629. 5325.

502 22 -2338. -8782. 852 1169 2685. -1686. 227
23 -863. -8200. 1154 882. 72. 427

503 23 -517. -9619. 853 1186 3861. -1783. 626
26 -1206. -9527. 1169 2459. -599.

506 26 1906. -12639. 856 1356 6607. -1810. Side Plete
25 3866. -13218. 1186 3668. -1023. 673 25 13324. 3673.

505 25 3798. -6760. 855 1369 5136. -1961. 35
26 6119. -5589. 1356 6673. -1261. 3026

506 26 2998. -2585. 856 1386 5303. -1886. 3025
27 1681. -1006. 1369 5058. -1590. 676 26 7199. 1983.507 27 2255. -2185. 863 1156 1699. -981. Z1
28 61. -2737. 1241 1262. -777. 3027

508 28 1165. -1662. 866 1171 2980. -1336. 3026
235 1318. -1561. 1156 1273. 22.

537 150 306. -298. 865 1186 6125. -1585. Hob
235 248. -501. 1171 2753. -607. 583 Z6 15888, 57¤5_

538 165 -87. -687. 866 1356 6936. -1719. 3026
150 -155. -731. 1186 3919. -778. 3226

539 180 -156. -1091. 867 1371 5615. -1760. 226
165 -112. -1106. 1356 6785. -1124. 686 3226 10909. 1562.

540 350 -560. -1378. 868 1386 5568. -1636. 3426
180 -365. -2002. 1371 5333. -1615. 626 ‘

819 365 -1063. -2823. 875 1158 1283. -810. 226
350 -517. -6325. 1263 956. -666.

820 629 9589. -12536. 876 1173 2631. -1139. lotto: P1•4•
365 -1663. -9612. 1158 1076. 126. 695 3026 8535. 2206.

877 1188 3653. -1350. 3226
1173 2388. -206. 3225

878 1358 6369. -1627. 3025
C¤¤SST1E$ 1188 3651. -569. 696 3027 10125. 3029.

879 1373 6783. -1609. 3227E1-• 11¤¤2 11811- 11111- 1358 6225. -875. 3226
°'''°''''°''°‘'°'''“'''°°'°'°'°° 880 1388 6895. -1306. 3026

1373 6708. -1121. 697 3226 19888. 4794.
727 2015 7187. -3188. ggy [[5g ggq_ -ggq_ ggzg

2215 8882- -*888- 1265 761. -511. 3625
728 2215 81188- -18*1- 888 1175 1683. -768. 32252815 8**8- 1181- 1160 629. 190. 698 3227 22683. 13389.731 2111* 88*8- -2*78- 889 1190 2336. -823. 3627221* 75**- -3*1*- 1175 1665. 65. 3626732 221* 7381- -2712- 890 1360 2795. -847. 3226

2619 7138. -2689. 11,0 2[gg_ -[7g_
735 2023 3980. -1658. gg[ [375 gggg_ -g[[_

2223 3639. -1316. [ggg 255g_ -ggg_
736 2225 6076. -5066. ggz [ggg g[[g_ -7[g_

2623 10895. -11867. Isfs gggg_ -g7g_



Table 22. Underframe lnertia Load Member Stresses
SIDESYAKES CEMTElSILl TOP CMORD

E1.! MODE MAX. HIM. El.8 MODE HA!. HIM. EL.8 MODE H8!. HIM.

389 1015 5131. -5918. 660 1615 -7065. -13998. 575 2135 -2290. -3253.
1065 1866. -1676. 1616 -9028. -12015. 2136 -2266. -3212.

390 1065 1627. 1180. 661 1616 -8123. -15138. 576 2136 -2031. -3372.
1075 3636. -526. 1617 -10865. -12396. 2137 -1661. -3579.

391 1075 3336. -620. 662 1617 -9876. -15796. 577 2137 1661. -7266.
1105 1398. 995. 1618 -10169. -15699. 2138 2177. -6628.

392 1105 1680. -1066. 663 1618 -9079. -19259. 578 2138 2600. -6831.
1135 3201. -3191. 1619 -10621. -17917. 2139 2825. -6333.

393 1017 3616. -1956. 666 1619 -9097. -22619. 579 2139 1598. -5066.
1067 2393. -232. 1620 -13065. -18651. 2160 1975. -6651.

396 1067 2537. -157. 665 1620 -11662. -23991. 580 2160 2099. -6389.
1077 1672. 756. 1621 -16780. -18676. 2161 2617. -3962.

395 1077 2062. -1977. 666 1621 -15008. -25006. 581 2161 1039. -2332.
1107 3509. -3887. 1622 -16657. -23557. 2162 1276. -2035.

396 1107 8188. -7912. 667 1622 -21589. -23266. 582 2162 1333. -1700.
1137 9530. -7631. 1623 -13659. -31196. 2163 1867. -1818.

397 1019 6215. -6162. 668 1623 -21122. -29030. 583 2163 863. -208.
1069 1961. -1602. 1626 -7651. -62501. 2166 982. -260.

398 1069 2618. 910. 669 1626 -15233. -60310. 586 2166 1263. 196.
1079 3865. -972. 1625 -513. -55030. 2165 2001. -1376.

399 1079 3798. -1233. 650 1625 -9889. -22262. 585 2165 2663. -1180.
1109 2199. 382. 1626 3922. -36076. 2166 1917. -527.

600 1109 2196. -2082. 651 1626 763. -36326. 586 2166 2571. -1166.
1139 6619. -3366. 1627 -10219. -23363. 2167 2730. -1139.

601 1021 6680. -2092. 652 1627 -20865. -55961. 587 2167 5006. -3663.
1051 3697. -1835. 1628 -25528. -51278. 2168 6365. -6229.

602 1051 3337. -652. 653 1628 -31579. -69559. 588 2168 3361. -3195.
1081 3056. -603. 1629 -36656. -66681. 2169 8526. -7766.

603 1081 3238. -1806. 656 1629 -66076. -66129. 617 1169 668. 236.
1111 3366. -1787. 6629 -66101. -66101. 1162 516. 11.

606 1111 2818. -1866. 618 1162 636. 137.
1161 3286. -2010. 1177 362. 209.

605 1023 5036. -2365. INSXDE .R^cx„G 619 1177 337. 260.
1053 3762. -1877. 1192 322. 251.

606 1053 3509. -519. __Et;r__!?gE____réf;_____?fE;___ 620 1192 327. 261.
1083 6092. -1065. 1362 396. 211.

607 1083 6221. -2131. 863 1362 390. 239.
1113 2008. 382. ' 779 6:;; ;j:;” -ä;:° 1377 637. 198.

608 1113 1563. -2263. 7·° 866 1377 633. 215.
1163 6000. -6391. 1392 650. 201.6077 1756. 1566.ao? ägäi ;:gg° ::;::” 781 6077 1756. 1566.

·¤· 19- ·'=~ ·==·‘=— 782 Z22? $222: 222:5 °5 “5* '2°25‘ 107 3607. -06. c¤0ss¤EAnEns809 1085 10632. -6633.5755* ‘5°‘ 6051 2223. -2162. E1 .• MODE mx. mu.810 1115 2176. -6338. 7·‘ 6051 2223· _2162·
________________________________

1165 5896.-9563.‘°°5°27 25°5* :5;:2* 785 6081 660. -690. 711 2017 3607. -1657.5;;,5* _2"5' 6111 1163. -1065. 2217 6501. -2351.
l0¤7

l¤97”
_lla°” 786 6111 1163. -1065. 712 2217 3161. 761.

*11 7087 ,323: _6°2a: 111 2739. -2652. 2617 6079. -157.
1177 1555. 687l 767 625 6701. -7953. 715 2021 1860. -603.

‘l2 7117 l973' _s8s0_ 6055 3676. -6719. 2221 1300. -63.
_·67a· 768 6055 3676. -6719. 716 2221 1279. -718.

6085 289. -15’6. 2621 6730. -6169.
769 6085 289. -1526.

6115 1627. -2856.
750 6115 1627. -2856.

85 6738. -5959.
751 627 5668. -6505.

6057 3006. -6032.
752 6057 3006. -6032.

6087 586. -1606.
753 6087 586. -1606.

6117 1690. -2501.
756 6117 1690. -2501.

87 3800. -6803.
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Table 23. Underframe lnertia Load Member Stresses (cont.)

SIDESILL END IIICES IDLSTER DEAN

EI--9 NODE NX- 1*176- EL.! ••0¤E Mx. 161N. 51,6 110115 1q6x_ mm

695 15 -2555. -5527. 657 1152 275. -587. Ton P1•t•
16 -2765- -6065- 1267 1518- ·S10•. 665 25 22112. 5156.

696 16 -5126. -6552. 658 1167 657. -1285. 26
17 -5267. -6061. 1152 168. -1528. 226

697 17 -920. -6050. 659 1182 552. -1601. 22515 -2265- -6755- 1167 -661. -1185- 666 26 25957. 6850.
698 18 -5559. -6791. 660 1552 -686. -1755. 27

19 -5266. -5276. 1182 -618. -1652. 227
699 19 -1669. -6716. 661 1567 -798. -1677. 226

20 -2569. -7269. 1552 -717. -1518. 665 225 27661. 12606.
500 20 -5520. -6520. 662 1582 -167. -2071. 226

21 -2275. -6655. 1567 -560. -1598. 626
501 21 -1619. -7286. 851 1156 579. -625. 625

22 *2775- •l259- 1259 715. -752. 666 226 22676. 6928.
502 22 -5056. -7929. 852 1169 1699. -1161. 227

25 -1757. -7697. 1156 679. -192. 627
505 25 157. -9627. 855 1186 2150. -1565. 626

26 -1605. -10550. 1169 1565. -605.
506 26 1895. -12675. 856 1556 2671. -1228. Nob

25 5666- -16115- 1186 1988. -858. 675 25 16552. 5625.
505 25 5795. -6616. 855 1569 2729. -1228. 26

26 6767. -5890. 1556 2550. -772. 5026
506 26 5569. -2912. 856 1586 2858. -1226. 502527 2175- -2029- 1569 2688. -1012. 676 26 9528. 1855.
507 27 2715. -2505. 865 1156 972. -756. 27

28 51. -5087. 1261 629. -678. ‘ 5027
508 28 1022. -1070. 866 1171 1956. -957. 5026

255 580. -1515. 1156 806. -50.
557 150 577. 62. 865 1186 2658. -1012. Sido P1•t•

255 667- -267- 1171 1785. -556. 685 26 17522. 5025.
555 165 615- -671- 866 1556 5168. -1095. 5026

150 682. -699. 1186 2515. -696. 5226
559 180 562. -955. 867 1571 5686. -1106. 226

165 716- -1656- 1556 5061. -665. 666 5226 12619. 1612.
560 550 -259. -905. 868 1586 5570. -1019. 5626

180 676. -2616. 1571 5625. -857. 626
819 565 -1006. -5166. 875 1158 875. -650. 226

550 227. -6087. 1265 671. -580.
820 629 16962. -16507. 876 1175 1752. -755. lotto: P1•t•

565 -1655- -16766- 1158 715. 59. 695 5026 8951. 2255.
877 1188 2607. -861. 5226

1175 1588. -157. 5225
878 1558 2882. -898. 5025CROSSTIES 1188 2269. -522. 696 5027 10919. 5107.

£L_· NODE „^x_ ”IN_ 879 1575 5156. -872. 5227
________________________________ 1558 2780. -505. 5226

880 1588 5229. -790. 5026
727 2015 ‘xl,_ _s7°a_ 1575 5102. -665. 697 5226 22675. 5662.

2215 6‘qa_ 887 1160 550. -556. 5626
728 2215 5127. -1269. 1265 589. -502. 5625

2615 2869. 1008. 888 1175 1109. -668. 5225
751 2019 8665. -6915. 1160 612. 158. 698 5227 26097. 15805.

2219 10560. -6651. 889 1190 1561. -696. 5627
752 2219 8708. -6580. 1175 977. 58. 5626

2619 8089. -5961. 890 1560 1868. -699. 5226
755 2025 6612. -2856. 1190 1627. -75.

2225 8565. -6585. 891 1575 2025. -671.
756 2225 6589. -7265. 1560 1765. -201.

2625 12879. -15752. 892 1590 2067. -608.
1575 1979. -516.
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1Table 24. \\'h0lc Car lnertia Load Member Stresses 1SIDESYAKES CEMTERSILL TOP CMORD {EL.9 MODE MAX. MIM. E1.! MODE MAX. MIM. El.9 MODE MAX. MIM.
l nun"--

1
589 1015 7056. -6678. 660 1615 -7525. -15029. 575 2155 -956. -6658.

1065 2218. -2595. 1616 -8696. -12760. 2156 -899. -6596.
590 1065 2605. 188. 661 1616 -8161. -15906. 576 2156 -658. -6570.

1075 5652. -1099. 1617 -10091. -12878. 2157 -725. -6506.
591 1075 5605. -1517. 662 1617 -9561. -15057. 577 2157 2955. -8056.

1105 1701. 870. 1618 -9056. -16268. 2158 5727. -7606.
592 1105 1600. -1565. 665 1618 -8511. -18112. 578 2158 6105. -7567.

1155 5295. -5252. 1619 -9255. -18276. 2159 6551. -7055.
595 1017 5602. -2807. 666 1619 -8665. -21065. 579 2159 5582. -5756.

106/ 2708. -1209. 1620 -11905. -18507. 2160 5761. -5526.
596 1067 2750. -820. 665 1620 -10792. -22568. 580 2160 5862. -6810.

1077 1659. 615. 1621 -15579. -18665. 2161 6229. -6265.
595 1077 2068. -2166. 666 1621 -15915. -26091. 581 2161 2065. -1656.

1107 5176. -5825. 1622 -15666. -25107. 2162 2221. -1612.
596 1107 11805. -9266. 667 1622 -21560. -21661. 582 2162 2569. -970.

1157 10819. -10779. 1625 -11876. -51710. 2165 2977. -1661.
597 1019 8616. -7059. 668 1625 -18520. -29819. 585 2165 1919. 550.

1069 2521. -5110. 1626 -6986. -66120. 2166 1996. 550.
598 1069 5517. -559. 669 1626 -11960. -62105. 586 2166 2675. 825.

1079 6155. -1802. 1625 2826. -57655. 2165 5566. -1591.
599 1079 6089. -2026. 650 1625 -8995. -25058. 585 2165 5719. -295.

1109 2580. -25. 1626 5288. -57855. 2166 2959. 165.
600 1109 2555. -2697. 651 1626 5506. -57227. 586 2166 5790. -616.

1159 6579. -5560. 1627 -10557. -25917. 2167 5981. -650.
601 1021 6580. -5056. 652 1627 -17618. -60191. 587 2167 6560. -5120.

1051 5789. -2955. 1628 -25252. -55170. 2168 5665. -6175.
602 1051 5659. -1177. 655 1628 -29171. -52067. 588 2168 6160. -5055.

1081 5167. -589. 1629 -55211. -66861. 2169 11699. -9170.
605 1081 5528. -1866. 656 1629 -66565. -66598. 617 1169 5881. -6162.

1111 2752. -1526. 6629 -66662. -66662. 1162 2116. -1756.
606 1111 6166. -7261. 618 1162 2107. -1655.

1161 7755. -5055. 1177 1868. -1779.
605 1025 6622. -2709. INSIDE ·RAcxNG 619 1177 1719. -1620.

1055 6582. -5097. 1192 1520. -1558.
606 1055 6118. -1692. EL'. NODE ÜAXI HI". 620 1192 1255. -1298.

1085 6550. -1599. ________________________________ 1562 1050. -1158.
607 1085 6692. -2790. 865 1562 865. -885.

1115 1881. 281. 1577 661. -785...6. ms lm. -2.7-.. "° eg}; ZQj§;j ‘f§§§_j .1. 1577 m.-6::.1165
5557. -6665. 780 ‘°‘7 3633. _373- 1592 725. -606.807 1025 6662. -6855. QO77 x°s37· _7°72·!°55 Z°°’·

'7“!· 781 6077 10557. -7072.808 1055 552.-2616.!°555* '!7‘°* 782 6107 5926. -2656. 1809 1085 15170. -9887. 107 17027 _l57521115 2959._ 160. El.9 MODE MAX. MIM.
810 1115 2366. -5506.

7l°5' 551555 78* *051 158*- -2117- 711 2017 5571. -1526.609 1027 1525. -5556. “o8l sog, _a6la VZZI7 3329 -12835057 5155' -575‘° 785 6081 80995 —8618· 712 2217 ;ggg·
-195.

610 1057 1055. -2579. ' ° ' ‘
mu w76_

_25,_°_ *111 *885- -51*5- 2617 5798. -2107.
611 1087 10998. -8155. 755 °“1

°°°5‘ '5!°5‘ 7!5 Z°Z! Z°°5· '!5Z5·
I1!7 2‘l·· ,7. 111 15588. -16090. ggg; zg6g_ -1z95__ 767 625 20560. -21921. 716 222; }g;g_ •z391_555 HU 5555 5755 *°55 *7811- -*255- 2621 9786 -10290.!!" ‘555· ’!°ZZ!· 768 6055 6700. -6255. °

6085 6570. -7915.
769 6085 6570. -7915.

6115 5055. -6590.
750 6115 5055. -6590.

85 15552. -16881.
751 627 17929. -19206.

6057 6557. -5825.
752 6057 6557. -5825.

6087 6751. -8011.
755 6087 6751. -8011.

6117 6776. -6027.
756 6117 6776. -6027.

87 12197. -15661.
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Table 25. VVh0lc Car lncrtia Load Mcmbcr Stresses (cont.)

SIDESILL [MD IRACES IDLSTER IEAM

EL.! MODE MAX. MIM. EL.! MODE MAX. MIM. EL.! MODE MAX. MXM.

695 15 -1089. -5221. 657 1152 5567. -2998. To! P1•t•
16 -1650. -5368. 1257 2581. -1553. 663 25 22055. 5836.

696 16 -3098. -6111. 658 1167 5788. -6331. 26
17 -3015. -3809. 1152 3092. -1638. 226

697 17 -295. -6625. 659 1182 7521. -5177. 225
18 -1036. -7515. 1167 5129. -2566. 666 26 26567. 6768.

698 18 -1883. -6009. 660 1352 8852. -5636. 27
19 -1260. -6616. 1182 7057. -5716. 227

699 19 66. -8068. 661 1567 9376. -6370. 226
20 -516. -8175. 1352 8666. -6055. 665 225 28677. 15060.

500 20 -1678. -7251. 662 1382 10096. -6935. 226
21 -676. -6959. 1367 9289. -5698. 626

501 21 -1060. -7096. 851 1156 6821. -5226. 625
22 -1291. -8253. 1239 2169. -1157. 666 226 23316. 6659.

502 22 -966. -8873. 852 1169 8909. -6652. 227
23 760. -8560. 1156 6060. -295. 627

503 23 1966. -10666. 853 1186 11962. -5366. 626
26 528. -10652. 1169 8228. -2069.

506 26 6760. -13188. 856 1356 13932. -5553. $id• P1•t•
25 5598. -16858. 1186 11587. -5236. 673 25 16280. 2896.

505 25 6876. -6878. 855 1369 15102. -5177. 26
26 8671. -6767. 1556 15691. -5677. 5¤26

_ 506 26 6755. -:12:. 856 1386 15525. -5063. 5¤25
27 2167. -1229. 1369 16957. -6617. 67* 26 19997- 2615-

507 27 3927. -2756. 865 1156 5595. -5390. 27
28 858. -:550. 1261 2551. -996. 5927

508 28 1879. -16:1. 866 1171 10063. -6600. 5¤26
235 1866. -1815. 1156 6811. -211. H b7 150 326. -315. 957 235 502. -926. 765

::7: 1:;:;° ::;:;° 683 26 19868. 6856.
5** **5 '***· '****· 866 1356 15767: -5511: 7°2‘

**° ‘**°· ’*7*°· 1186 12862. -2997. 3;;:539 180 -276. -2176. _165 -676. -1560. °°7 1:;; ägizzi _Z:;;: 666 3226 16658. 2851.° 5“°
**°

°*2‘*· °7**7· 868 1386 17608. -5:70. 7726
**° °*2°· °7"*· 1571 17002. -6822. 726

819 :65 -1536. -6892. 878 1158 8888_ _8888_ 226
350 -1028. -5997. _

820 629 12052. -18738. 878 Qfjj 1ä:7:i _8:;;: |¤**¤¤ *1•*•
365 -2696. -13015. 1158 8888. 188. 695 ggg: 10618. 5126.

877 1188 16020. -5039. 32251173 9760. -1696. 8025cuossrxcs °7' 1::: ::2::* ';:;:· 696 3027 12666. 5671.
' ' 3227¤1-• ··¤¤=___ 75;;_____7{§;___ "° {Hi {Hifi ÄZZZZ ggg;

•_·-··-—-_·•
_

880 1388 18669. -5192. 897 8228 2371’· S80,.
727 2015 5663. -5660. 887 :::3 l;;:i: :2:;;: 3626

27** *°*5‘ '*272' 1265 2656. -1056. 7727
728 2215 6698. -650. 888 1175 9787- _888o- 3225

2615 6636. -566. 1180 8887- 817. 698 5227 28213. 17927.
7** 2°*° *5*7* '*'°°‘ 889 1190 13072. -6512. 7727

27*° *7*** '*°°2‘ 1175 8926. -581. 77277*7 77*7 7‘*7· '*°‘*‘ 890 1560 15583. -6699. 722‘
735 äzäz :::2* "§Z:‘ 1190 12612. -1777.

2228 88°5' _8188: 891 1375 16709. -6610.
756

2_2s 553‘° _778s 1360 16925. -2759.‘ ' ' 892 1390 17070. -6077.2623 16622.-18681.Deformed
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Table 26. End Pressure Load Member Stresses
S1D£STAK£$ czwrznsrtr TDP CMORD

EL.| MODE MAX. MIM. EL.0 MODE MAX. MIM. El.0 MODE MAX. M1M.

589 1015 7587. -8525. 660 1615 -6292. -8556. 575 2155 10988. 5076.
1065 1612. -6525. 1616 -5815. -6856. 2156 11557. 5699.

590 1065 2160. -1717. 661 1616 -6988. -9680. 576 2156 11602. 6569.
1075 5115. -5687. 1617 -7268. -7599. 2157 12066. 6905.

591 1075 2970. -5855. 662 1617 -6287. -10756. 577 2157 17567. 299.
1105 1765. -2612. 1618 -7551. -9715. 2158 18605. 1526.

592 1105 1226. -6556. 665 1618 -6192. -15665. 578 2158 18622. 2166.
1155 6578. -5255. 1619 -8285. -11555. 2159 19521. 5521.

595 1017 5688. -6155. 666 1619 -6786. -16670. 579 2159 19585. 6295.
1067 1906. -5691. 1620 -11609. -11867. 2160 20012. 5057.

596 1067 1997. -5929. 665 1620 -9911. -18505. 580 2160 19576. 6692.
1077 2177. -2689. 1621 -11891. -16525. 2161 20989. 7695.

595 1077 959. -5705. 666 1621 -16061. -20086. 581 2161 17109. 12625.
1107 5925. -7066. 1622 -6056. -28075. 2162 16916. 12729.

596 1107 8178. -10112. 667 1622 -15169. -25659. 582 2162 17628. 15856.
1157 11626. -15810. 1625 -81. -60527. 2165 19066. 10607.

597 1019 8275. -8289. 668 1625 -10655. -57560. 585 2165 17529. 15709.
1069 1806. -5165. 1626 9088. -57066. 2166 16851. 15562.

598 1069 2590. -2859. 669 1626 -1589. -55979. 586 2166 18610. 15269.
1079 5650. -6751. 1625 19187. -76755. 2165 19217. 11629.

599 1079 5567. -5257. 650 1625 -6965. -51622. 585 2165 21726. 9052.
1109 1959. -5858. 1626 12517. -68906. 2166 19552. 15769.

600 1109 1595. -6628. 651 1626 12805. -69589. 586 2166 18829. 12609.
1159 5296. -6160. 1627 -7651. -28955. 21+7 19052. 12517.

601 1021 5659. -6967. 652 1627 -5511. -76521. 587 2167 25119. 827.
1051 2876. -6076. 1628 -18622. -61210. 2168 26010. 6507.

602 1051 2606. -6171. 655 1628 -17167. -61676. 588 2168 12922. 755.
1081 2520. -6662. 1629 -50955. -67870. 2169 59598. -12077.

605 1081 2668. -5255. 656 1629 -65296. -65551. 617 1169 75860. -116826.
1111 2252. -5299. 6629 -65526. -65526. 1162 20696. -57256.

606 1111 9289. -12221. 618 1162 22922. -61927.
1161 8695. -12106. 1177 19652. -65660.

605 1025 5155. -5656. 619 1177 16572. -66951.
1055 5769. -5571. !~SI¤E BRACING 1192 12667. -65756.

606 1055 5572. -6855. 620 1192 6110. -66521.
1085 2970. -6720. __Et;g__Üg?§____TtE;_____r£Ü;___ 1562 1666. -62095.

607 1085 5125. -6657. 865 1562 -652. -58621.
1115 556. -5516. ' 1577 -9107. -57025.

608 1115 -786. -6078. 779 6::; ääääi 7:;: 866 1577 -5266. -52659.
1165 2502. -8558. 780 ‘°‘7 27a9· 7°2· 1592 -8250. -55672.

807 1025 5682. -15975. QU77 2“q5~ logi-‘°” “" °"°25· 781 6077 2695. 1091.'°‘ ‘°"
""‘· ""°· 6107 2857. 755. cuossasansns‘°'s "°7‘· '777" 782 6107 2857. 755.‘°° ‘°'5
‘2""

°‘°‘°7‘ 107 5816. -217. :1.0 wonc nnx. nrw.
""

"‘5· "2"· 785 621 7695. -9819. ------------•------------..--...810 1115 -860.-9851."“’
""·

°""‘· 786 6051 5700. -6016. 711 2017 2686. -1655
‘°°

‘°;; "7· ""‘· 6081 -56. -2252. 2217 5087. -2056:
410 ::57 _§;;:: 'fggägi 785 6081 -56. -2252. 712 2217 1517. 202.

6111 1675. -5776. 2617 2550, -050,‘°‘7
""‘·

"‘27· 786 6111 1075. -5776. 715 2021 1775. -2752.611 1087 6698. -15870.
ii}; :;;;Z· _;;;;§· 767 625 9708. -11688. 716 2221 572. -6702.

9055 5026- *6998- 2621 11665. -15592.
768 6055 5026. -6998.

6085 665. -2627.
769 6085 665. -2627.

6115 2965. -6900.
750 6115 2965. -6900.

85 7758. -9687.
751 627 8556. -9705.

6057 6121. -5662.
752 6057 6121. -5662.

6087 5. -1557.
755 6087 5. -1557.

6117 2890. -6216.
756 6117 2890. -6216.

87 6999. -8515.
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Table 27. End Pressure Load Member Strcsses (cont.)

SIDESILL END IRACE5 IOLSTER IEA!
:1..0 Move mx. nm. e1.• 1100: mx. nur EL.! N0¤E MX. MIN.

695 15 3312. -5869. 657 1152 112875. -73290. To! P1•f•16 6002. -5366. 1237 66667. -16861. 663 25 23260. 9656.696 16 2219. -6675. 658 1167 196290. -96339. 2617 3519. -5386. 1152 93557. -1338. 226697 17 6791. -7626. 659 1182 257905. -108968. 22518 6863. -7067. 1167 179378. —Z6735. 666 26 21166. 10966.698 18 2996. -5283. 660 1352 299595. -116075. 2719 6256. -6610. 1182 266888. -61976. 22:699 19 5209. -8122. 661 1367 321976. -111157.20 5906. -7603. 1352 200606. -81826. "’ 22* ‘2”’· "7°‘·
500 20 5527. -7208. 662 1382 326222. -100727. 22621 7769. -8637. 1367 316657.-92610.50121 5291. -6962. 851 1156 133030. -82738.22 6175. -6661. 1239 69708. -13617. "‘ 22‘ “°°7· ”2‘·
502 22 6235. -7382. 852 1169 232987. -116596. 227

25 8995- *7752- 1156 113186. -7039. 2;;503 23 10686. -10169. 853 1186 308269. -132108.26 9910. -9632. 1169 215662. -68776. Sid. ,1.*.506 26 17032. -11587. 856 1356 360770. -160735. 673 25 23567 .07,25 15792. -16630. 1186 296790. -81658. 26
” °505 25 7766. -3987. 855 1369 390868. -161067. SUZ626 170:;. 'gägä. 1356 351559. -106262. suzs506 26 . . 856 1386 399038. -136516.27 9188. -633. 1369 386060. -123185. 674 2: lls3“° 3,‘3°

$07 27 27677. -6371. 863 1156 156850. -90796. SU;728 29866. -1686. 1261 61959. -15299. snzs508 28 12369. -6190. 866 1171 272686. -128381.235 25908. -26;;- 1156 135090. -10666. hb537 150 708. -122 . 865 1186 360909. -168812. 683 26 27270. 3828.
538 165 -7268. -15975. 866 1356 622886. -160:06. 31726

150 -1668. -22712. 1186 365765. -91286. Sg:
539 180 -11828. -23933. 867 1371 658836. -161263.

165 -5767. -25126. 1356 612676. -120611.
“‘° ’22‘ “2“’ iur

I $60 350 -21376. -28319. 868 1386 669036. -155182. 3:;:
180 -15599- *59987- 1371 653675. -161688. 226819 365 -20696. -35369. 875 1158 181163. -102626.350 -25750. *58099. 1263 87202. -23587. ·°**°„ ,1.*.320 629 -17976. -51206. 876 1173 319759. -160936. 6,5 5026 12,55 205,565 *22155- *55525- 1158 158888. -7666. 5226 ° °

877 1188 623300. -159253. 52251173 298165. -56379. sozs878 1358 695675. -167265.CROSSTIES 1188 606563. -92625. 696 ggzä 2""‘
5‘l°°

879 1373 537581. -166636. szäßEL.0 NODE MAX. H1N. 1358 686356. -122378. 3026°°°°’°'°° "° iii? §§§’$.’I$i -§Z§§'§3i Wggg;7272015 5922. -6835. 887 1160 187191. -98786. Sezs2215 6012. -6923. 1265 91752. -28387. 3225728 2215 6062. -1627. 888 1175 336222. -127961.2615 2660. -25. 1160 159698. 18696. 698 gig; 35‘37' z2‘5°'
731 2019 7826. -5806. 889 1190 665031. -163626. 56262219 8796. -6776. 1175 309779. -28302. 3226732 2219 6306. -5081. 890 1360 522276. -150197.2619 8660. -7215. 1190 626167. -67676.735 2023 5796. -6300. 891 1375 566866. -168209.2223 6102. -6606. 1360 509662. -98696.736 2223 3563. -8972. 892 1390 579666. -138726.2623 17038. -22667. 1375 560366. -122261.
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OAppendnx B
O OC011St1°ii1I1t 3I1(1 P1°€SSl11°€ G€1“1€1‘3tl011 PI‘0gI‘3II1S

B.] Program Ivlultzpomt

C THIS PROGRAM READS NODAL DATA FROM FILE DNOOES.DAT ON UNIT 1 AND
C COMPARES NODE NUMBERS AND COORDINATES TO GENERATE CONSTRAINT
C EQUATIONS FOR THE APPLICON GONDOLA MODEL. THE CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS
C ARE NRITTEN TO CONSTRAINTS.DAT ON UNIT 2.
C
C VARIABLES: ‘

C X,Y,Z Arrays of nodal coordinafes
C N Array of node numbers
C K Counter used fo number {he consiraini equafions
C DELX Difference in {he x—coordina{es of the offset nodes
C DELY Difference in {he y-coordinaies of {he offsef nodes
C DELZ Difference in {he z-coordinaies of {he offsef nodes
C

IMPLICIT REAL*8IA—H,O—Zl
REAL*8 X(5000l,Y(5000l•Z(5000l IINTEGER N(5000)
DATA Z/5000*500.D0/ I

OPENl1;FILE='DNODES'»STATUS='OLD'1OPEN(2;FILE='CON$TRAINT$',STATUS='NEN')
C READ IN NODAL DATA

NRITEl*>*1° READING NODAL COORDINATES'
DO 10 I=l,1000 IREAD11;*»END=11) N(I1;X(NlI]l;Y1N(I]];Z1NlI]]

10 CONTINUE I11 CONTINUE

I
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C SET COUNTER ON CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS TO ZERO
K=0

C BEGIN MAIN LOOP TO CHECK FOR CONSTRAINT NODES
C IF ALL MAIN NODES HAVE BEEN CHECKED THEN EXIT

NRITEl*,*)' CREATING CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS'
DO 200 I=l•1000

IF1NlI) .GE. 1000) GO TO 999

C SECONDARY LOOP TO INCREMENT CHECK VALUE BY 1000
DO 210 J=1»3

C COMPARE Z TO CHECK IF CONSTRAIN NODE EXISTS
IF(Z(N1I)+l000*J) .NE. 500.0) THEN

C IF ONE EXISTS CHECK FOR HHICH OFFSETS (dX;dY»dZ)» CALCULATE THEM»
C AND CALL PROPER CONSTRAINT EGUATION SUBROUTINE

C CHECK FOR X OFFSET
DELX = X(NlI)+1000*J)-XlN(I))
IFIDELX .NE. 0.0) THEN

CALL DELTAX1I;J•K>N»DELX)
K=K+6

ENDIF

C CHECK FOR Y OFFSET
DELY = Y1NlI)+1000*J)—YlN(I))
IFIDELY .NE. 0.0) THEN

CALL DELTAY1I>J»K,N»DELY)
K=K+6

ENDIF

C CHECK FOR Z OFFSET
DELZ = Z(NlI)+1000*J)-Z(NlI))
IF(DELZ .NE. 0.0) THEN

CALL 0ELTAZlI»J»K»N»DELZ)
K=K+6

ENDIF

ENDIF
210 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE
999 STOP

END

C* Subroutine DELTAX writes the six constraint equations when an *C* offset in the x-direction exists between the two nodes. *

SUBROUTINE DELTAX(I•J»K»N»DELX)
IMPLICIT REAL*4(A—H,O—Z)
INTEGER N15000)

L=1
NRITE(2,1)lK+Ll,N(I),L»|NlI)+1000*J)•L
L=2
NRITEI2;2)(K+L),NlI)•L,lN1I)+1000*J),L;N|I)»DELX
L=3
DELX = —DELX
NRITEl2»3)(K+L)»N(I)»L•(N(I)+1000*J)>L;NlI)>DELX
L=4
NRITE(2»1)lK+L)>N(I);L,1N(I)+1000*J);L
L=5
NRITE(2,1)(K+L)•NlI),L,lN(I)+1000*J)»L
L=6
HRITE(2,1)(K+L)>N(I)»L;(N1I)+1000*J);L
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1 FORMAT(3I5,' 1.0 ',2I5,' -1.0 ')
2 FORMAT(3I5,' 1.0 ',2I5,' -1.0 ',I5,' 6 ',E15.8l
3 FORMAT(3I5,' 1.0 ',2I5,' -1.0 ',I5,' 5 ',E15.8l

RETURN
END

C* Subrouiine DELTAY wriies {he six consiraini equaiions when an *C* offsef in {he y-direcfion exisfs befween {he {wo nodes. *

SUBROUTINE DELTAY(I•J»K»N»DELY)
IMPLICIT REAL*4|A-H,O-Z)
INTEGER N(5000)

L=1
DELY = —DELY
NRITEl2;2)(K+Ll»NlIl•L;(NlI)+1000*J)>L»N(I);DELY
L=2
NRITE(2»1l(K+Ll>N(I);L;lN|I)+1000*Jl•L
L=3
DELY = -0ELY
NRITE(2;3)lK+Ll»N(I)»L;lNlI)+1000*Jl;L;NlI)»DELY
L=4
NRITE(2,1)lK+L),NlI),L,lNlI)+1000*Jl»L
L=5
NRITE(Z,1l(K+L)•NlIl»L•lN(I)+1000*J);L
L=6
NRITE(Z>1llK+L)»N|Il»L;(N(I)+1000*J);L

1 FORMATI3I5;' 1.0 ',2I5,' -1.0')
2 FORMAT(3I5,' 1.0 ',2I5,' -1.0 ';I5;' 6 '•E15.8l
3 FORMATl3I5,' 1.0 ',2I5,' -1.0 ',I5,' 4 ',E15.8l

RETURN
END

„ C* Subroufine DELTAZ wrifes {he six consfrainf equafions when an *C* offsef in {he z—direction exisis befween {he {we nodes. *

SUBROUTINE DELTAZlI•J>K,N•DELZ)
IMPLICIT REAL*4(A-H>O-Z)
INTEGER N(5000)

L=1
NRITEl2;2llK+L)»N(I)»L;(NlI)+1000*J);L»NlI)»DELZ
L=2
DELZ = -DELZ
NRITE(2;3)(K+Ll»N(I)•L;|N(I)+1000*J)»L,NlI)»DELZ
L=3
NRITE(2;1)(K+L)»N(Il>L>lNII)+l000*J);L
L=4
NRITEI2;1)lK+L),N(I),L»lN(I)+1000*J)•L
L=5
NRITE(2;1)(K+L);NlIl»L;(NlI)+1000*J)»L
L=6
NRITE(2;1)(K+L)»N(I)»L»lNlI)+1000¥J)»L

1 FORMATl3I5,' 1.0 ',2I5,' -1.0') '
2 FORMATl3I5,' 1.0 ',2I5;' -1.0 ',I5;' 5 ',E15.8l
S FORMATl3I5;' 1.0 ';2I5,' -1.0 ',I5,' 4 ',E15.8) ,

RETURN
END
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B.2 Program Pressure
C THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO GENERATE THE NODAL PRESSURE VALUES
C DUE TO THE CONTENTS OF THE GONDOLA CAR.
C NODAL DATA IS READ IN FROM NODES ON UNIT 1
C ELEMENT DATA IS READ IN FROM ELEMENTS ON UNIT 2
C NODAL PRESSURES ARE OUTPUT TO PRESSURES ON UNIT 3' C
C VARIABLES:
C
C N Array of node numbers
C X,Y>Z Arrays of nodal coordinates
C NOD Nodal connectivity array
C P Nodal pressure values to be written
C IN Element number
C IT Element type
C IS Element sub—type
C IP Element property number
C IM Element material number
C PMAX Maximum lateral pressure at bottom of side sheets
C based on equation 4.1.14.1 of AAR Spec. M—1001
C

IMPLICIT REAL*4(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION N(1500),X(1500);Y(1500)»Z(1500)»NOD(4);P(4)

C OPEN REQUIRED I/O UNITS
OPEN(1,FILE='NODES',STATUS='OL0')
OPEN(2,FILE='ELEMENTS'»STATUS='OLD')
OPEN(3;FILE='PRESSURES',STATUS=°NEH')

C READ IN NODAL COORDINATES
HRITE(*,*)‘ READING NODAL COORDINATE$'
DO 100 I=1;600

READ(1;*»ENO=101) N(I)»X(N(I));Y(N(I))»Z(N(I))
100 CONTINUE
101 CONTINUE

C BEGIN LOOP ON ELEMENTS
HRITE(*,¤)' STARTING PRESSURE CALCULATION$'
DO 200 I=1;1050

C READ IN ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY
READ(2»*) IN»IT»IS,IP,IM,(NOD(J),J=1,4)

C PRESSURE CALCULATION
C IF ELEMENTS ARE NOT ALUMINUM SHEETS GET NEXT ELEMENT

IF(IP .EG. 1 .OR. IP .EQ. 2) THEN

C FOR ELEMENTS ON THE BOTTOM
IF(IP .EQ„ 1) THEN

C ALL PRESSURES ARE NEGATIVE TO FACE NUMBER ONE APPLY PRESSURES TO THE
C BOTTOM ELEMENTS (TOTAL HEIGHT INCLUDING 4 IN. HEAP IS 216>000 LBS.)

P(1)=—1.6*216000.0/(577.0*118.0)
HRITE(3»10) IN,P(1)

C FOR ELEMENTS ON THE SIDES
ELSE

PMAX=-1.0*52.0*0.029693845

C FOR ELEMENTS HITH FOUR NODES
IF(IS .EG. 2) THEN

DO 310 J=l,4
P(J)=PMAX*(1.0-Y(NOD(J)l/101.0)

310 CONTINUE L
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WRITE(3»20) I;lPlJ)•J=1»4)

C FOR ELEMENTS WITH THREE NODES
ELSE

DO 320 J=1»3
PlJl=PMAX*(1.0-YINODIJI)/101.0)

320 CONTINUE
WRITE(3,30) I•lPIJ)»J=1»3)

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF
200 CONTINUE

10 FORMAT|I4»' 4 1 0 0 O',/»2X>E13.7)
20 FORMAT(I4,' 4 1 0 0 O';/»4l1X,E13.7))
30 FORMAT(I4•' 4 1 0 0 O';/»3(1X;E13.7))

STOP
END
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B.3 Program [pressure
C THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO GENERATE THE NODAL PRESSURE VALUES
C DUE TO THE CONTENTS OF THE GONDOLA CAR FOR THE IMPACT LOAD
C CASES.
C NODAL DATA IS READ IN FROM NODES ON UNIT 1
C ELEMENT DATA IS READ IN FROM ELEMENTS ON UNIT 2
C NODAL PRESSURES ARE OUTPUT TO IPRESSURES ON UNIT 3
C
C VARIABLES:
C
C N Array of node numbers
C X,Y,Z Arrays of nodal coordinates
C NOD Nodal connectivity array
C P Nodal pressure values to be written
C IN Element number
C IT Element type
C IS Element sub-type
C IP Element property number
C IM Element material number
C PBOTTOM Uniform pressure on bottom sheets due to weight of
C lading
C A Vertical amplification factor based on equation
C 4.1.11.2 of AAR Spec. M-1001
C PMAX Maximum lateral pressure at bottom of side sheets
C based on equation 4.1.14.1 of AAR Spec. M-1001
C

IMPLICIT REAL*4(A—H,O-Z)
DIMENSION N(1500),X(1500),Y(1500),Z(1500),NOD(4),P(4)

C OPEN REQUIRE0 I/O UNITS
OPEN(1,FILE='NOOES',STATUS='OLD')

· OPEN(2,FILE='ELEMENTS',STATUS='OLD')
OPEN(3,FILE='IPRESSURES',STATUS='NEH')

C READ IN NODAL COORDINATES
HRITE(*»*)' READING NODAL COORDINATES'
DO 100 I=1,600‘ READ(1,*,ENO=101) N(I),X(N(I)),Y(N(I)),Z(N(I))

100 CONTINUE
101 CONTINUE

C BEGIN LOOP ON ELEMENTS
HRITE(*,*)' STARTING PRESSURE GENERATION'
DO 200 I=1,1050

C READ IN ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY
READ(2,*) IN,IT,IS,IP,IM,(NOD(J),J=1,4)

C PRESSURE CALCULATION
C IF ELEMENTS ARE NOT ALUMINUM SHEETS GET NEXT ELEMENT

IF(IP .EQ. 1 .OR. IP .EQ. 2) THEN

C FOR ELEMENTS ON THE BOTTOM
IF(IP .EQ. 1) THEN

C ALL PRESSURES ARE NEGATIVE TO FACE NUMBER ONE APPLY PRESSURES TO THE
C BOTTOM ELEMENTS (TOTAL HEIGHT INCLUDING 4 IN. HEAP IS 216,000 LBS.)

PBOTTOM=—2l6000.0/($77.0*118.0)

C ADD ANGULAR AMPLIFICATION FACTOR AS PER 4.1.11.2 OF AAR MANUAL
C FOR ELEMENTS PAST THE MIDLINE OF THE CAR

IF(X(NOD(1)) .GE. 288.5 .AND. X(NOD(3)) .GE. 288.5) THEN

C FOR FOUR·NODE ELEMENTS
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IFlIS .EQ. 2) THEN
DO 210 J=1,4

A=1.0+0.11174*(XlNOD(Jll-288.5)/12.0
P(JI=PBOTTOM*A

210 CONTINUE
WRITE(3»10) IN•(P(J);J=1>4)

C FOR THREE—NODE ELEMENTS
« ELSE

DO 211 J=1»3
A=1.0+0.11174*(XlNOD(J))—288.5)/12.0
P|Jl=PBOTTOM*A

211 CONTINUE
WRITE(3•11) IN;lP(Jl»J=l»3)

ENDIF

ELSE
WRITE(3»1Zl IN;PBOTTOM

ENDIF

C FOR ELEMENTS ON THE SIDES
ELSE

PMAX=—1.0*52.0*0.029693845

C FOR ELEMENTS WITH FOUR NODES
IFlIS .E0. 2} THEN

DO 310 J=1»4
P(Jl=PMAX*I1.0-Y(NODlJ))/101.0)

310 CONTINUE

ONLY FOR USE NHEN GENERATING 1.25E6 LBS ON ENO ***¤~¤~¤******C FOR ELEMENTS 0N·THE END FOR DIMPACT3 lEND PRESSURE IMPACT)
C IF(XiNOD(1)|.EQ.X(NODI3l).AND.XlNODl1I).GT.5.0) THEN
C DO 315 J=1,4
C PtJ)=PlJl-104.9
C 315 CONTINUE
C ENDIF

WRITE(3,10l IN>iPlJ),J=1;4)

C FOR ELEMENTS WITH THREE NODES
ELSE

DO 320 J=1>3
P(JI=PMAX*l1.0-YlNOD|J)l/101.0)

320 CONTINUE
WRITE(3»11) I;(PlJ);J=1»3l

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF
200 CONTINUE

10 FORMATII4;' 4 1 0 0 O';/;4(1X•E13.7))
11 FORMATlI4•' 4 1 0 0 O',/•3I1X»E13.7)l
12 FORMATlI4,' 4 1 0 0 O',/,2X,E13.7)

STOP
END

L
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